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English Section
Nationalism, Atheism, Mysticism and anti-Semitism:
A Refreshing Dialogue
Dr. Mitra Makbuleh & Dr. Hooshang Meshkinpour
“Nationalism is our form of incest, is our idolatry, is our insanity.
‘’Patriotism’’ is its cult. It should hardly be necessary to say, that by
‘’patriotism’’ I mean that attitude which puts one’s own nation above
humanity, above the principles of truth and justice; not the loving interest
in one’s own nation, which is the concern with the nation’s spiritual as
much as with its material welfare, never with its power over other nations.
Just as love for one individual which excludes the love for others is not
love, love for one’s country which is not part of one’s love for humanity is
not love, but idolatrous worship.”—Erich Fromm

Introduction:

What you are about to read are a series of highly spirited and thought-provoking emails exchanged
during a two-month period between myself (Mitra Makbuleh) and my good friend of many years, Dr. Hooshang
Meshkinpour. This courteous yet lively dialogue touches upon the subject of Nationalism as well as several other
highly controversial and important topics. There is something here for everyone and it gets more and more
interesting as you read on.
It all started when I came across an article about a book titled: When and How Was the Jewish People
Invented, written by the Israeli historian, Dr. Shlomo Sand. The author claims that much of what is believed to be
ancient “Jewish History,” is not factual but mythical, and the idea of Jewish nationhood is a myth invented about
one hundred years ago. Now, this might be news to some, but it is a long-recognized fact that like the histories
of all ancient peoples such as the Chinese, Greeks, Persians, etc., the history of the Jews contains much that is
mythological and must be revised based on factual archeological evidence. As a matter of fact, in one of the
most recent issues of Rahavard (No. 86: pp.23-37), there is an excellent article about Iranian identity and Iranian
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nationalism by Dr. Ahmad Ashraf of the Encyclopedia Iranica. In this article, it is illustrated clearly that
the invention of an imaginary ‘nationhood’ during the modern era is a universal phenomenon true of all
brands of nationalism. Therefore, it would be wrong to claim that it is exclusive to Jews and Zionism.
What exactly constitutes a “nation”? Just when and how is a “nation” born? This has been the subject
of an ongoing debate among historians and social scientists. According to The New Oxford American
Dictionary (2nd edition), a “Nation” is a body of people who share a real or imagined common history,
culture, language or ethnic origin, who typically inhabit a particular country or territory. According to
this definition, Jews constitute a nation even though parts of Jewish history is mythical and imaginary,
muck like parts of Iranian, Greek, and other histories are mythical and imaginary. And as for solid
archeological evidence, “Israel” as a distinct people is mentioned in the Victory Stele of Merneptah
(also known as the “Israel Stele”) dating from 1200 BCE, where the Egyptian pharaoh Merneptah boasted
about defeating and obliterating “Israel’ as an ethnic group distinct from the Canaanites and others. But
who exactly were these people, where did they come from, and what were their religious and cultural
distinctions, is the subject of several books and perhaps we shall explore the various fascinating theories
that have been offered in another opportunity.
One last thing before we present the email exchange between Dr. Meshkinpour and myself: it is
important to keep in mind that the book When and How Was the Jewish People Invented, and its author
Dr. Shlomo Sand can only be understood within the context of the historic ideological conflict between
Jewish Nationalists (Zionists) and Jewish Communists. Neither of these ideological camps can be trusted
to produce an unbiased treatment of history or any other subject for that matter. One cannot be objective
while wearing Nationalist or Communist ideological glasses. Where ideology enters, Truth escapes.
After reading further about Dr. Shlomo Sand, my suspicions about his leftist bias were confirmed.
Sand was born in Linz, Austria, to Polish Jewish survivors of the Holocaust. His parents had Communist
and anti-nationalist views and refused to receive compensations from Germany for their suffering during
the Second World War. His father was active in the Israeli Communist Party. Shlomo Sand himself was
a member of the Union of Israeli Communist Youth (Banki) and later joined the more radical, and antiZionist, Matzpen in 1968. Here is one scholarly critic of Sand’s thesis:
“Israel Bartal, dean of the humanities faculty of the Hebrew University, in a
commentary published in Haaretz, writes that Sand’s basic thesis and statements about
Jewish history are “baseless”. Bartal answers to “Sand’s arguments (...) that no historian
of the Jewish national movement has ever really believed that the origins of the Jews
are ethnically and biologically “pure” [and that] Sand applies marginal positions to
the entire body of Jewish historiography and, in doing so, denies the existence of the
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central positions in Jewish historical scholarship.” He adds that “The kind of political
intervention Sand is talking about, namely, a deliberate program designed to make Israelis
forget the true biological origins of the Jews of Poland and Russia or a directive for the
promotion of the story of the Jews’ exile from their homeland is pure fantasy.” (Bartal, Israel
(2008-07-06). “Inventing an invention”. Haaretz. http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/999386.html. Retrieved on 2008-12-11.).

This brief introduction was necessary because the dialogue presented below does not mention much
at all about this book or its author and quickly moves on to other topics. Now let us eavesdrop on this
lively conversation…
From: Mitra Makbuleh
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 8:06 PM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
Have you heard of this book: When and How Was the Jewish People Invented? By the Israeli
historian, Dr. Shlomo Sand?
http://www.antiwar.com/orig/cook.php?articleid=13569
Please let me know what you think.
Many Thanks,
Mitra
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 9:23 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
I have not read the book, but after reviewing the attached interesting article, I can
sense the message the author is trying to convey. As you pointed out, Jewish nationalism
is a fairly new concept of about hundred or so years old and it has been copied from
the European nation-state model which is probably two centuries old. Zionists of those
days assumed that anti-Semitism, which was at its peak in Europe, would disappear once
Jews have a national identity and have their own homeland. Today we know that the
theory was not correct. The concept of Jews as a nation is not correct and as it has been
pointed out in the article, Jews throughout almost 20 centuries have lived in different
geographic condition and have been brought up under different cultural influences;
the only thing they have in common is their way of worship and religious practices
(although a lot of variations can be pointed out even for that aspect). There is very little
common between Yemenite Jews and European Ashkenazi Jews. In fact, Yemenite
Jews have more in common with Yemenite Muslim than European Jews. This is one
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of the messages I got from the article. I should order the book and read it, then we can
communicate more.
Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2008 11:41 AM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang.
It seems to me that Jewish nationalism grew out of anti-Semitism. So the question is what can be
done about anti-Semitism, and does having a country of their own help Jews in any way in times of antiSemitic uprisings?
Appreciate your thoughts as always,
M.
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2008 3:31 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
It is correct that in late 19th Century a national identity for Jews was presented as a
remedy to anti-Semitism which had covered Europe and beyond. The Zionist expected
once a Jewish State was established all Jews would migrate into Israel and segregation
of Jews in their own homeland means the end of anti-Semitism. This obviously did
not happen. Today, close to two-third of Jews living outside of Israel and are probably
enjoying more security in the world of gentile than their coreligionists in Israel. The
reason they are enjoying that level of security, in my opinion, is not because of State of
Israel, it is because of Separation of Church and State in the west. This is not to say that
the efforts of Zionists had no positive impact. Indeed, the establishment of State of Israel
for one thing changed the image of Jews in the world. Before Israel Jew was described as
a passive, money collector with inferior moral values; after that Jew has been pictured as
an individual with great capacity and potential, who has strength and weakness similar
to other people; and this is a very valuable achievement. Again, in my opinion, once the
wall that separates church and state is knocked down we are going to see anti-Semitism
not very different from what Jews experienced in Europe.
Have a nice afternoon. I think I wrote too much.
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Thursday, November 20, 2008 6:32 PM
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To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Well put dear Hooshang. Your argument makes sense for many instances of anti-Semitism, and
definitely the separation of Church and State is a pre-requisite. However, in Stalin’s Russia and Hitler’s
Germany it was not the Church that caused the problem of anti-Semitism. How do we account for what
happened there?
Thanks so much for allowing this exchange of ideas,
Mitra
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Saturday, November 22, 2008 2:16 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
You often have very well thought questions. In case of German Nazis the
answer is simple. Nazis were deeply entangled with Protestant Reformation. Many
historians believe many anti-Jew aspects of Nazis agenda in fact can be found in the
Luther’s teachings. Some have even argued that the concept of concentration camp and
extermination process for Jews have been adopted from Luther’s writing. I just quote
this short paragraph from my book where Luther says “...Since they live among us and
we know about their lying and blasphemy and cursing, we cannot tolerate them if we do
not wish to share in their lies, curses and blasphemy...First, their synagogues should be
set on fire, and whatever does not burn up should be covered or spread with dirt so then
no one may ever be able to see a cider of stone of it...” In essence, Lutheranism was a
prominent factor to persuade the public German opinion to accept the anti-Jew agenda
of Third Reich and eventually the Holocaust. The essence and nature of Hitler’s hate for
Jews is very similar to the hatred of early Christianity toward Jews. Incidentally, through
12 years of Nazis reign, Church was categorically silent.
Soviet Union was atheist only in words. To give you an example, Leon Trotsky, who
was probably one of the brightest among Bolsheviks and was the one who founded the
Red Army, was often ridiculed by his comrades because he was a Jew. Among the
Bolshevik leadership, who were supposedly atheists with no religious preferences,
religion and anti-Jewish sentiments were so strong that on occasions Lenin warned
them he could no longer tolerate their comments. Stalin had a different view of Jews
which certainly reflected in his decision makings though decades of his dictatorship.
You realize that Molotov’s wife was a Jew and she was arrested and disappeared once
she showed up to welcome Golda Meir in her visit to Moscow. In my opinion, there is
big difference between separation of church and state and a Government that is only
decorated with anti-religion slogans.  
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Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2008 11:27 AM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
Thanks so much for your response. It is very thoughtful and contains some valid points, but I am
not convinced, and here is why: Religion by itself is not the main storehouse of anti-Semitism. It is a
particular ingredient in the religious fundamentalist outlook and even atheistic outlook that ignites this
malady. Look to India and China where Jews have lived without any incident of hatred amongst very
religious people. There are several branches of anti-Semitism today some of which are religious, while
others are totally atheistic. Today there is anti-Semitism in Japan where most people have never even met
a Jew! Look at the brutality with which the atheistic Mao treated the people of China during the Cultural
Revolution. Theism, atheism, nationalism, communism, fascism, capitalism, and scientism can all be
extremely intolerant of the “Other” when they are tainted with the virus of Dualism (It is Us. vs. Them),
Narcissism (We are better than them), and Authoritarianism (Our Truth is the Only Truth and must be
imposed on all). The question as to why it is the Jews who are most singled out for hatred and animosity,
this is a multi-faceted mystery that I am working on for my upcoming book. I am always open for fresh
perspectives on these issues.
Wonderful to exchange ideas with you as always,
Mitra
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2008 9:20 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
Surprisingly, I did not see “mysticism” or “spiritualism” among the “isms” you had
listed. If you recall this discussion was initiated by question of ‘Jewish Nationalism’
as a possible remedy for anti-Semitism. My position is that separation of church and
state has been instrumental in protecting the rights of religious minorities in the West
among them Jews. This has nothing to do with the way atheistic Mao treated the Chinese
people. Cultural Revolution in China had nothing to do with anti-Semitism; it was only
a form of class struggle. With regard to anti-Semitism in Japan, one could have a wrong
understanding about a people without having had contact with them. The Modern antiSemitism is structured around the wrong understanding that Jews are behind a conspiracy
for the “world domination”. In order for Japanese to believe in this it really does not
require them to know Jews or have lived with them. Incidentally, Jews are not the only
people singled out for hatred and animosity. Throughout history minorities have been
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repeatedly subject of intimidation by the powerful. However, some of us like to believe
it has been only us. That is not true. The most recent examples are Rwanda, Serbia and
many more.
Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [mailto:tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2008 8:24 PM
To: ‘Meshkinpour, Hooshang’

Dear Hooshang,
I could not include “mysticism” among the “isms” that I had listed because mysticism is predicated
on the harmony of dual opposites, experiencing Oneness, and ultimately transcending duality. Mysticism
views all dual opposites as complementary to one another and stemming from one Unified Source. In the
words of Rumi,
مثنوی ما دکان وحدت است
غیر وحدت هر چه بینی آن بت است
در من و ما سخت کردی دو دست
هست این جمله خرابی از دو هست
You and I are in complete agreement that the separation of Church and State has been instrumental
in reducing hateful agitation against all minorities and preventing anti-Semitic uprisings as well. My
intention for mentioning Mao’s Cultural Revolution was to elevate the discussion to a higher level which
includes the general issue of man’s inhumanity toward his fellow men. anti-Semitism is only a subcategory of this malaise. My point was that atheism in and of itself is no guarantor of the elevation
of human character and the reduction of senseless aggression between races, religions, or economic
classes.
As you have pointed out, Jews are by no means the only people singled out for hatred and animosity.
But from an epidemiological point of view, when looking to understand the factors behind intergroup
animosity, just as with any other dis-ease, it helps to consider the patterns of prevalence and the statistics
of incidence. Jews are not the only ones who are targeted by those who suffer from the dis-ease of
animosity and hatred, neither are Jews the only ones who get Tay-Sachs disease or achieve the Nobel
Prize, but they sure have a much higher incidence of these phenomena. Studying the reasons for this
higher incidence with objectivity and with no regard for anything but the truth, might surprise us with
some hitherto unknown factors.
As we both know, truth is very elusive, and today’s truth often becomes tomorrow’s folly. So the best
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we can do is to have an open mind, a compassionate heart, and a sense of humor. Whether we find the
truth or not, at least we can have a great time looking for it!
I always look forward to hearing your intelligent and challenging arguments with the greatest joy.

Cheers,
Mitra

From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Wednesday, November 26, 2008 8:59 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
I think you are entering into a contradiction. The moment we accept the affiliation
to any religion we lose that “oneness”, regardless of that religion being Judaism, Islam
or Christianity. The followers of each religion feel their religion is superior to others and
this deeply undermines the “oneness”. You do not include “Mysticism” among “isms”
claiming that this one represents “oneness” but you still maintain your religious affiliation
which, in my opinion, contradicts each other. If we honestly believe in “oneness” then
we have to focus on “human values”, rather than this religion value system or that one,
and avoid divisiveness that have been promoted by all religions. you are well aware
that mankind has paid dearly about this divisiveness through history.
If I did not understood your comments correctly please educate me. Incidentally, I
sent the link to the best seller book published in Israel to a friend, with “higher education”
background and I received this comment “those who read this book are anti-Semites” !
Have a very pleasant Thanksgiving.
Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 9:18 PM

To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
Finally, I got a few minutes to respond to your latest comments regarding the contradiction that
you have perceived in my previous email. This is a very common perception and dispelling it requires a
detailed clarification. So please bear with me.
This contradiction arises only when we confuse the distinction between Essence and Form. The
mystical idea of unity and the experience of Oneness refer to the Oneness of the Essence of all things while
at the same time recognizing that this One Essence manifests itself in a myriad of diverse forms. This is
easily observable in the natural world: Ice, snow, water, and steam all have the same essence, but their
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different forms must be also recognized and their unique properties must be respected. If you throw a
gallon of water at someone’s head, the result would be much different than if you threw a one-gallon
piece of ice at him! In the same vein, male and female, Black and White, Jew and non-Jew, young and
old, rich and poor, etc. are all diverse manifestations of the same One Essence, and their different forms
should be respected.
The problem is that the majority of humanity is totally ignorant of the Oneness of Essence and
therefore identifies completely with forms, believes one form to be superior to others, gives it more
privileges and more power over others, and even seeks to destroy other forms. This is why the mystics
maintain that ignorance is at the root of all evil. Would we be able to inflict so much injustice, pain,
and violence on one another and on Nature if we truly understood that despite appearances, everything
and everyone is of the same essence and we are all completely related and interdependent? How can we
not love what is in essence ourselves? As Rumi says, the many beautiful colors we see around us are all
manifestations of the same colorless essence, but as soon as we forget this oneness of essence and become
prisoners of form, conflicts and wars begin.
تا که بیرنگی اسیر رنگ شد
موسیی با عیسوی در جنگ شد
As history has shown, those who try to reduce human conflict and violence by establishing a uniform
sameness of language, class, culture, and religion, are actually committing another form of violence by
not respecting the diversity of forms. Nature and Life apparently take joy in diversity and so should we.
Once we realize that Oneness does not mean Sameness, and that unity of Essence exists alongside the
diversity of Forms, the contradiction is resolved, and we can now move toward the most creative and
exciting of all possibilities, which is Unity-in-Diversity. A person who achieves this level of consciousness
does not identify with any form, but respects the form in which he or she has been manifested as much
as all other forms.
There is a reason that one is manifested as male or female, Jew or Muslim, etc. And one of the main
reasons is for us to clean up the container, help perfect the form in which we are born, or even change it
dramatically. If you and I identify with our Jewish form (or male and female form, etc) and we forget that
our true identity is not the form but the One Essence, then we cause more opaqueness to the form we were
born in and only add more darkness to this world. But if we study and respect the form and illuminate
it from within with the knowledge of the Oneness, we add to is luminosity and can use it to bring more
Light into the world. Therefore, it would seem that throwing away, ignoring, or denying the form (e.g.,
our “Jewishness”) is not perhaps the best answer, but perfecting it, relating it lovingly to other forms,
and using it wisely could be more beneficial.
As for the divisiveness and the tragic wars that religion has caused for humanity, you and I both
agree completely. But as psychological experiments have illustrated, it is not religion that is divisive, it is
the mental aberration embedded in our lower animal/reptilian brain (and possibly also our mammalian/
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emotional/limbic brain) that causes us to abuse religion, race, class, gender, (and even eye color or
height!) It is this part of our brain that needs to be properly trained and restrained. What we need to
focus on is how to educate our brains properly so that it can avoid the destructive aberration of conflictive
dualism and recognize the Oneness underlying all forms. We must help one another to Re-Member the
Oneness. This is why in so many mythologies, a terrible dismemberment is the cause of all human and
cosmic misfortune and in the Sufi tradition they have the practice of “Zikr” or remembrance.
In the words of Saadi, we are all the members of the One Body and our lofty position as human
beings is only achieved once we recognize the “beloved” (the One Sacred Essence) in all forms.
رسد آدمی به جایی که به جز خدا نبیند
بنگر تا به کجاست مقام آدمیت
Most Lovingly,
Mitra
PS. Your “highly educated” friend who called the book “anti-Semitic” without even reading it is
a good illustration of the fact that academic education alone cannot eliminate the mental aberration
mentioned above. We need another kind of education. For a great example of one Harvard scientist’s
transformation and her sudden experience of Oneness due to a brain stroke, see: http://www.ted.com/
talks/view/id/229. Would love to hear your comments after you watch this revealing clip.
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2008 10:15 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh
Dear Mitra,
I am not sure the analogy you have advanced is thoroughly applicable to our subject
of interest. If I understand your point correctly you want to say that Christianity, Judaism,
Islam and ... are representing “forms” which are diverse and are all structured on a
“common” or “single” “essence”. You are however short of saying what is the essence;
divisiveness, prejudice against women and children, narcissism and selfishness? These
are what almost four millennia history have shown. The Old Testament, the New
Testament, Quran and ... are loaded with commentaries of this kind and you are
well aware of them. In none of them you see anything to suggest “oneness of Essence”.
The entire humanity has been indoctrinated by these documents and if look carefully
and critically and set aside the dogmatism you realize bulk of their contents does not
suggest or preach “oneness”. We must look for “the Oneness of Essence” somewhere
else, not there.
You are probably going to argue with me that I do not see that because there are
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symbolic interpretations for these stories that I have not paid attention. In the Book of
Deuteronomy, there is a verse where God spells out that “Torah” has been written in such
a language that does not require any interpretation; and one must accept it literally. In my
opinion, people have a comfort zone with their religion and I understand that very well,
but that does not change the meaning of the stories and teachings in these documents; and
we must not try to sugarcoat them with symbolic meanings and interpretations. We must
clarify these were the best for the time and place they were introduced. Obviously, when
we get into the business of interpretation, there are going to be infinite interpretations for
every story and everybody believes his or her version is the correct one and others have
got it wrong.
I sincerely admire your humane, compassionate, friendly and positive teachings,
but your aspirations are not found in these documents.
Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 8:00 PM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
First, let me thank you for your kind words and assure you that the sentiments are mutual. We both
share the vision of a humanity free of religious, economic, and political despotism and slavery. This,
along with our mutual respect for one another, is what enables us to carry on such an illuminating and
spirited dialogue.
You are absolutely right about the narcissism, divisiveness, selfishness, hatred, and bigotry with
which all religious scriptures have been tainted. I have described this at length in several published
articles—some of which you can find reprinted in my book ChelCheragh. You are well aware of the degree
of animosity religious fundamentalists feel towards me personally for having exposed their deceptive lies
for the past three decades. However, I totally disagree with your assertion that these sacred books contain
nothing of universally agreed upon inner meaning and that we should throw them out in favor of rational
atheistic human values. Here are my reasons:
1)   The harmful distortions, bigoted additions, and literal misinterpretations of sacred scriptures
have been produced and promoted by redactors, scribes, and priests for the mental and emotional
enslavement of the masses and the empowering and the enrichment of the clergy. But they have nothing to
do with the unified mystical essence of these scriptures. The mystical core, no matter the era or the culture
in which it has expressed itself, invariably teaches liberty, love, compassion, harmony, unity, balance,
and justice. These are difficult principles to follow for that part of humanity which has barely left the
jungle and still believes in the bloody struggle for the survival of the most powerful. But we must not
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condemn a valuable instrument just because in the hand of abusers it can be lethal. We do not abandon
hammers, saws, knives, rifles, and atomic energy just because they have been abused with devastating
results. Neither should we abandon sacred mythologies.
2)   As I have illustrated previously, it is not only religion that has been shamelessly distorted and
abused for selfish gain and violent control of the masses. Marxism was abused by atheists like Stalin,
Mao, and the Khmer Rouge of Cambodia in the most horrifying fashion resulting in the torture and death
of millions of people. Should we ban all Marxist writings? Scientific rationalism has been distorted

and abused by materialists who have sought to ridicule, shun, and sensor anyone who dares speak
of intangible, unseen forces operating in our universe. For example, they made life a living hell for Se
mm el we is and Louis Pasteur who were the first to speak of intangible, unseen causes of disease—
the microbes and viruses. It has become evident that scientific fundamentalists are just as vicious and
intolerant as religious fundamentalists are when faced with ideas and theories that they find threatening
to their entrenched world view. Should we abandon all science because of these abuses? Darwin’s theory
has been abused by politicians who translated it into “social Darwinism” where the survival of the fittest
justifies all abuse of power. Should we do away with Darwin’s books?
3)   It would seem that your totally negative view of “religious theism” and your totally positive view
of “rational atheism” stems from an unfair bias. Let me remind you once again that Communism, Nazism,
and Fascism were all atheistic secular movements with totally “rational” justifications for their demonic
aggression. We must get away from any and all biases if we are serious in our search for the causes of

and solutions to human violence. The fault, my friend, does not lie with religion, philosophy, ideology,
or science; it lies with the ignorant animalistic consciousness of the people who distort these things and
abuse them for their own egotistical purposes. The man at this low level of consciousness will distort and
abuse Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Communism, Nationalism, Zionism, Science, etc., and bring disaster
to the world. Yes, even mysticism is often abused by unscrupulous self-promoting charlatans:
حرف درویشان بدزدد مرد دون
تا بخواند بر سلیمی زان فسون
از هزاران تن یکی صوفی اند
مابقی در سایه او میزیند
4)   You cannot get rid of sacred myths. The mystical tales contained in the world’s tainted scriptures
are rooted in inspiration of the first order, have been in turn sources of inspiration for the greatest art
and literature, and they carry extremely valuable insights and blueprints for the inner spiritual and
psychological evolution of human beings. If we get rid of all them today, these inspired mystical myths
will reappear again tomorrow. How do I know this? The same way that Dr. Carl Jung (Freud’s chief
disciple and opponent, and the pioneer of Jungian Psychology) came to know it: through both personal
experience as well as academic research. Jung not only had mystical dreams which contained elements
very similar to the various symbols in the world’s sacred myths, he also noted the identical similarity
between the symbolism of Mitraism and the utterances of one of his patients who had never come into
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contact with this archaic ancient mystical system. As for me, ever since early childhood years, before
I could even read, I have been experiencing dreams containing unequivocal mythic symbols (and even
entire mythic stories!) which many years later I discovered their exact replica in Hindu-Buddhist, Judaic,
Christian, and Egyptian sacred mythologies. I have also had non-Jewish students in my Kabbalah classes
who were startled by mythic dreams identical to the stories in the Torah without any prior knowledge
of these biblical stories. This is why Jung posited that these sacred myths are the eternal products of
the “Collective Unconscious” or the vast inspirational reservoir which can be accessed by anyone at any
time. Jung and Rumi both agree that these sacred myths cannot and will not die because they carry an
eternal inner truth:
اي گروهي جهل را گشته فدا
تا قيامت ميزند قرآن ندا
تخم طعن و كافري مي كاشتيد
كه مرا افسانه مي پنداشتيد
 كه شما فاني و افسانه بديد
خود بديديد آنك طعنه ميزديد
قوت جان جان و ياقوت زكات
من كالم حقم وقايم به ذات
ليك از خورشيد ناگشته جدا
نور خورشيدم فتاده بر شما
تا رهانم عاشقان را از ممات
نك منم ينبوع آن آب حيات
5)   Without any in-depth scrutiny of relevant sources and thorough investigation of the available
data, you have surmised that any attempt at deciphering the symbolic meaning of sacred scriptures is
bogus, and that there can be an infinite number of such interpretations. Mystics have always maintained
that there are several levels of interpretation of these stories all of which can be valid and serve a positive
purpose. The only harmful interpretation is the literal. Also, when it comes to the highest mystical level of
interpretation of symbolic myths, things are not as inconsistent and haphazard as you have claimed. There
are dictionaries of symbols to be consulted, cross-cultural references to consider, consistency guidelines
to follow, and issues of internal validity that must be adhered to. There are accredited universities that

now give degrees in the art of interpretation and understanding of myths and dreams. Remember that
even medicine and psychiatry are still considered by some to be “arts” and not exact sciences. This does
not diminish their value.
6)   Just as with scientific theories, symbolic interpretations of sacred myths can build upon one
another and reveal an ever increasing level of complexity. They can also be proven wrong. (See for
example my expose of the invalidity of the interpretation of King Xerxes as God/King of the Universe in
the story of the Book of Esther in my articles published in Rahavard Journal).
7)   It is unrealistic and harmful to abandon the sacred scriptures in favor of rational atheism. The
strong resurgence of religion and spirituality in both China and Russia indicates that Man cannot live by
rational thinking alone; the human soul thirsts after something deeper and loftier. If it cannot find pure
water, it will drink the polluted water. Instead of throwing out the baby with the bathwater, we should be salvaging

the inspired mystical parts of these scriptures and providing them to the masses in the most entertaining and educational
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manner possible. Why not do as Persian mystics such as Rumi and Jewish mystics such as Cordoba have

suggested?
8)  

ما ز قران مغز را برداشتیم
پوست را بهر خران بگذااشتیم
ابلهان گویند که آین افسانه را
 زیرا که دروغ است و خطا،خط بکش
قصه ای برادر همچون پیمانه ایست
معنی اندر وی مثال دانه ایست
“Woe to the wicked who say that the Torah consists of ordinary tales, and they see
only this garment and no more. Fortunate are the righteous whose gaze penetrates to the
inner meaning of the Torah, as is proper. Wine is kept in a jar, and so must the Torah
be contained in an outer garment. It is for this reason that we must penetrate to what
is beyond the garment. Thus we say that all these tales are only garments.” (Zohar III,
152a, referenced in Bokser, The Jewish Mystical Tradition, 1993, pp. 122-123.)

If you taste this wine even once, you will know its value, and you will no longer risk losing the wine
by throwing away the sullied jar.
Sorry again for the delay and the wordiness of the response. Here is wishing you and yours a very
Happy Holiday Season.

Cheers,
Mitra

From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Monday, December 29, 2008 2:43 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
Happy Holidays with best wishes for a healthy and peaceful New Year for you and
family. I am sorry that I get back to you with some delay on this subject.
I have always admired your well-desired humanism along with your courage to
speak out when most of us ‘opportunistically’ prefer to keep it quiet. In my opinion, you
have great aspiration to reduce the human pain and suffering, but these aspirations are
not found in Holy Books. There are some general world of wisdom here and there in all
of them but bulk of the writings do not support the humanism that you are after. I am
sorry, they are not there, no matter how hard you may try to ‘symbolically’ interpret
them and extract their ‘mystical essence’. Just as an example, I wonder how can you get
a humane meaning out of the following “sacred verses” and what is the mystical essence
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here; “And Moses said on to them, have ye saved all the women alive? Behold, these
caused the children of Israel through the counsel of Ba-laam to commit trespass against
the Lord in the matter of Pe-or, and there was a plague among the congregation of the
Lord. Now therefore kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman that
hath known man by lying with him. But all the women children, that have not known a
man by lying with him, keep alive for yourselves, (Numbers 31:15-18). The Holy Books,
as we know, are full of statements like this which are reflections of the harsh reality of
life in time and place which verses put together and in essence most promote violence.
Nonetheless, you and I have common interest in a common humanism in spite of
our dissimilar viewpoints. Therefore, we can keep our differences to ourselves and we
can focus on the areas where we have common understandings that may be inductive
of something good. Some times ago, I sent you the “Modern Ten Commandments” that for
example could be a common platform around which we can communicate and educate
the public in our capacity.
Again, with best wishes for a Happy New Year.
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Sunday, January 11, 2009 3:15 PM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang; Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
There is a famous saying, “A man convinced against his Will, is of the same opinion still.” We seem
to be going in circles my good friend. No matter how much evidence I produce to indicate that atheists
are just as guilty of dualistic black and white thinking and just as capable of violence as fundamentalist
religious folks, you keep on insisting that religions and “Holy Books” are the root of all human violence
and should be discarded. It seems that the best we can do at this point is to agree to disagree and focus
instead on our common goals. I know you to be an extraordinary human being whose heart beats for the
good of all, and this is the most important thing in my book!

As for the mystical meaning of the seemingly horrific Biblical passage you have cited, I am most
grateful and delighted that you have challenged me to decipher the symbolic meaning of the Balaam
story. I learned much that is valuable and profound as I searched for the inner meaning of this troubling
passage. After consulting various esoteric dictionaries and other sources on biblical symbols, here is what
I have gathered:
First, it is interesting to note that while in this passage Moses is ordering the total annihilation of
the Midianites, Moses’ own wife Zipporah was a Midianite and he held his Midianite father-in-law, Jethro,
in the highest esteem and consulted with him in managing the affairs of the Israelites as they journeyed
thru the desert. How could this be then that he so ruthlessly orders the mass killing of the Midianites?
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This contradiction cannot be resolved if we look upon this fable as literal history! But the mystical
interpretation resolves the contradiction beautifully and meaningfully.
From the mystical viewpoint, the “Egyptians,” the “Moabites,” the “Midianites,” and the “Seven
Deadly Nations” (who were supposedly subjected to genocide at the hands of the Israelites), do not represent
historical realities but symbolize various levels and types of inner obstacles and harmful psychological
complexes against which the human soul (=the Israelites) must struggle on its way to the Promised Land
(=Higher State of Being and Higher Spiritual Consciousness). Some of these inner obstacles such as
the “Seven Deadly Nations” are so antagonistic to the ascent of the soul that they must be completely
eradicated—just as the Seven Deadly Sins must be eradicated in Christian mysticism, the Seven Chakras
must be purified in Hindu mysticism, the Seven rungs of Mithraic Ladder must be climbed, and the Seven
Khaans (adventures) of Rostam must be successfully undertaken in Persian mysticism.
Now, “Balaam the non-Israelite soothsayer & false prophet” represents that advanced part of our
mental faculty which has achieved considerable psychic powers and abilities, but it is still enamored
of worldly prestige and riches. Balaam is psychic and receives communication from God, but he is a
foreigner to the true “Israelite Consciousness” –i.e., a state of Consciousness where the human Soul
strives toward Divine Love, Wisdom, Truth, Unity, Compassion, and Justice and does not violate these
spiritual values by succumbing to worldly riches as Balaam did. This “Israelite” state of consciousness
is not the property of any people and is available as a potential to all human beings regardless of race,
religion, or gender. The word “Israel” means “God will reign,” and “Israelites” represent the higher
aspirations of the human soul in its effort to establish the reign of the “One God” (=unity) and spiritual
values (Wisdom, Love, Truth, Justice, Compassion, Harmony) within the individual and everywhere on
earth.
Enticed by worldly honors and riches, the Balaam part of our psyche puts its exceptional powers in
the service of “the Moabite King Balak”— a highly destructive part of our being which favors materialism,
sensuality, and sense perception, and the Midianites who were the “enemies of the Israelites”. The Balaam
part of our being discerns the superiority of Spiritual forces (=the Israelites), so it cannot openly fight
against them. Thus it resorts to deceptive methods to undermine, adulterate, and destroy the “Israelites”
and eliminate the Spiritual tendencies of our being.
Just as the Serpent in the Genesis story tempted Eve first in order to corrupt Adam and managed to
separate these masculine-feminine parts of our being from the Oneness/unity (God), Balaam counseled
the “enemies of the Israelites” to lead the “Israelites” into idolatry and fornication (= selfish greed and
overindulgence in the sensual world of materiality) thru the Moabite and Midianite “women” who offered
them sex, wine, and entertainment. (Numbers 24:1-3)
Now, “woman” represents the feminine element or the material/physical/emotional parts of our being.
Notice that it is exactly this part of our being that all savvy commercial advertisers and politicians appeal
to in order to influence our behavior! The dire economic, social, and political plagues we are experiencing
in the world today are a great illustration of Balak and Balaam’s machinations and the enticements
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of these “anti-Israelite women” within us driving us more and more into sensual overindulgence and
materialistic greed. This is why the Kabbalists maintain that the true evolution of mankind will only take
place thru the transformation of “women”—i.e., the material and emotional tendencies of our being.

This is also why, in the passage that you have cited, Moses is decreeing the complete annihilation of
the “adulterous women” who sought to turn the “Israelites” away from God. Moses—our inner spiritual
guide—is aware of the danger that these “adulterous women” pose to our spiritual evolution by their
physical and emotional enticements pushing us toward excessive greed for material things and leading
us away from spirituality. Thus, Moses orders their eradication. The “anti-Israelite Midianite men” —i.e.,
our treacherous, selfish, and wild carnal thoughts and actions—must also be eliminated because they
war against our spiritual evolution. Rumi gives the same exact rendition in his poem regarding Balaam
and the killing that ensues in this passage:
بلعام بأعور را خلق جهان
سغبه شد مانند عیسی زمان
پنجه زد با موسی از کبر و کمال
آن چنان شد که شنیدستی تو حا
صد هزار ابلیس و بلعم در جهان
همچنین بودست پیدا و نهان
این دو را مشهور گردانید اله
تا که این باشند این دو بر باقی گواه
جمله حیوان را پی انسان بکش
جمله انسان را بکش از بهر هش
هش چه باشد عقل کل هوشمند
هوش جزوئ هش بود اما نژند
عزت وحشی بدین ساقط شدست
که مر انسان را مخالف آمدست
خر نشاید کشت از بهر صالح
چون شود وحشی شود خونش مباح

The only “Moabites and Midianites” to be spared are the “virgins” –i.e., those physical and emotional
parts of our being which are pure and innocent and are not antagonistic to our spirituality. In the
Kabbalistic view, the moderate enjoyment of worldly pleasures and material things are not antagonistic
to spirituality. To the contrary, when these “pure virgins” such as “Zipporah the Midianite” and “Ruth
the Moabite” marry an “Israelite” like Moses or Boaz—i.e., when our refined and purified materiality is
coupled with our spiritual aspirations—this can give birth to noble offspring such as those represented
by “King David” (=Love) and “Solomon the Wise” (=Wisdom) who were the descendents of “Ruth the
Moabite” and “Boaz the Israelite”. In other words, when the moderate enjoyment of material pleasures
is coupled with higher consciousness and sublimated by spiritual awareness, enlightening and redeeming
states of higher consciousness marked by greater degrees of Love and Wisdom can result.
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The cross-cultural validation for the above interpretation can be found in such universal stories as
that of the Buddha (=Enlightened One) being born of a virgin mother, Christ (=Savior Light) being born
of the Virgin Mary, and Mitra or Mehr (Savior Sun) being born of the Virgin Anahita, and many more…
Note that right after carrying out this all-out war with the Moabites and Midianites, the Israelite
warriors are instructed to engage seven days in purification rites before entering the camp (Numbers
31:19). Now look at the similarity of meaning between the above biblical passage and this poem of
Rumi:
،حیلت رها کن عاشقا
 دیوانه شو،دیوانه شو
وندر دل آتش درآ
! پروانه شو،پروانه شو
رو سینه را چون سین ها
هفت آب شوی از کین ها
وانگه شراب عشق را
! پیمانه شو،پیمانه شو

In short, the story of Balaam and its aftermath are symbolic representation of what mystics and
alchemists call the process of Spiritualization of Matter and Materialization of Spirit. This is the key to
understanding almost all Biblical stories. This key is also represented by the symbol of the Star of David,
a universal symbol which signifies the state of the perfected human being in whom Spirit and Matter,
Masculine and Feminine, and all other opposites have been thoroughly and creatively harmonized. This
is the state of “Holy Jerusalem” (=Light, Wholeness &Peace) where the inner war has ended and true
inner Peace reigns.

      

      

“Shalom” in Hebrew means Wholeness and Peace; so let us end this discourse by wishing one
another and all of humanity SHALOM.
Most Lovingly,
Mitra
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 9:00 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
Historically nonbelievers have rarely promoted violence; on the other hand they have
been usually the victims of violence. Throughout history the theists have exercised to
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violence remarkably more than those who did not believe in the revealed religions.
In response to your point about Moabites and Midianites and other “deadly nations”
that you refer them as non-historical entities, there are body of evidence to substantiate
they were true historic entities. In any way, look around the world and you can easily
appreciate how religious violence is threatening the entire humanity.  I agree with you
wholeheartedly that we should just respect each other different viewpoints and move
on.
Have a very pleasant evening.
From: Mitra Makbuleh [tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Friday, January 16, 2009 3:12 PM
To: Meshkinpour, Hooshang

Dear Hooshang,
We must be reading two different histories… let me remind you one last time that the extremely
violent Hitler, Stalin, Mao, and Khmer Rouge were all atheists! The destructive “black and white” Dualistic
mind-set can be found among fundamentalist religious folks and atheists alike.
Nonetheless, it has been truly a pleasure exchanging ideas with you and I look forward to our
continued cooperation on matters that we both agree on and feel deeply about.
Cheers,
Mitra
From: Meshkinpour, Hooshang
Sent: Friday, January 16, 2009 11:31 PM
To: Mitra Makbuleh

Dear Mitra,
I do not agree with you, but you know I always respect your opinion. Let’s focus
on the issues where we have common understanding.
Sincerely,
Hooshang
From: Mitra Makbuleh [mailto:tree.1@cox.net]
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2009 12:42 PM
To: ‘Meshkinpour, Hooshang’

Dear Hooshang,
Yes, intelligent people can agree to disagree. As before, we will focus and cooperate on what we
both agree on. Let’s get together soon and discuss these topics of interest to both of us over lunch or a
cup of coffee. It has been some time since our last get together!
Lovingly,
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Mitra
It is only befitting to bring this discourse to a close with a lovely poem by the great Kabbalistic
sage, Abraham Kook who was a mystic lover of all humanity first and foremost and never allowed his
Zionist creed to negate his first love:
Expanses, expanses,
Expanses divine my soul craves.
Confine me not in cages,
Of substance or of spirit.
My soul soars the expanses of the heavens,
Walls of heart and walls of deed
Will not contain it.
Morality, logic, custom -My soul soars above these,
Above all that bears a name,
Above delight,
Above every delight and beauty,
Above all that is exalted and ethereal.
I am love-sick -- …
All creatures, all people are my friends,
Many parts of my soul
Are intertwined with them,
But how can I share with them my light?
How can I utter the great truth,
That fills my whole heart?
(Rabbi Abraham Kook, 1865-1935)
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Jews, President Obama and Israel
Hooshang Meshkinpour, M.D.
an Emeritus Professor of University of California, Irvine:
author of “FAITH, FORTITUDE AND FEAR: A Rational Approach to the
Jewish History” and “From Jerusalem to Jerusalem”

In the last Presidential election, the American Jews votes for Barack Obama were
second to the African-Americans, seventy-eight percent. In the midst of the recent
political upheaval between the current US administration and Israel over the expansion
of the Jewish settlements in the East Jerusalem, majority of American Jews have found
that inappropriate and are supporting President Obama expecting more flexibility from
both sides of the conflict toward the two-state solution.
The minority of American Jews, who did not cast their votes for Barack Obama,
then, are among his most vocal opposing forces. They believe his objection toward the
expansion of settlements is too harsh and is not justified. This distinct minority has
generally Middle Eastern or East European cultural background; and relatively speaking
they are more conservative with higher proportion of orthodox Jews among them. They
often identify themselves with more conservative elements of the Republican Party in
this country and the Likud and religious Parties in Israel. They claim, when it comes to
US support for Israel, Obama has an “indifferent” policy. They also argue they knew
Obama could not be trusted from the time he was campaigning and because of that they
either cast their votes for other party candidate or they stayed in the “undecided” camp
forever. In essence, they mean to say, President Obama has taken an impartial position
and has denied unconditional support for Israel which has been the policy of previous
administrations for several decades.
Their solution for the Arab-Israeli conflict is simple. Having mostly a Middle Eastern
and East European cultural background of “oppressed”, they understand the language of
oppressors, “force”, well. They strongly believe everything can be achieved by force. In
their minds, if the conflict has not been addressed in the past 60 some years is not because
there is a major flaw in their theory; it is because insufficient force has been applied.

Annual Survey of American Jewish opinion conducted by the American Jewish Committee,
published in Haaretz April 22, 2010

Bernard Avishai, Obama’s Jews, Harper Magazine, October 2008
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Their champion in Israel is a personality like Ariel Sharon who believed in teaching a
good lesson to Palestinians and by making unnecessary commotion derailed the peace
process and triggered the second Intifada; which resulted in the demise of two thousand
six hundred Palestinians and eight hundred young Israelis within first three years after
its onset. In United States, they are often mesmerized by people like ex-Congressman
Dick Army who once recommended bulldozing Palestinians into Jordan. Among this
Jewish minority there were those that at the outset of Iraq war were deeply pro-war,
when polls were showing that majority of American Jews were against Iraq war and in
fact the opposition to war among Jews was stronger than among American population
in general. They were insisting that the road to Middle East peace must go through
Baghdad. Today, they are supporting military option against Iran and they believe the
road to the peace must now go through Teheran. In final analysis their position statement
can be summarized in that “the time for peace with Palestinians has not arrived yet”
and after all “Palestinians are divided people, therefore they are not serious partners in
the future peace negotiations”. This position is similar to what Nahum Goldmann, the
president of the World Zionist Organization between 1956 and 1968, once called it a
serious obstacle to peace then and if he was alive today he would have condemned it
again.
They grumble that Obama’s administration is forcing peace upon Israel. In their
eyes, President Obama by inviting both sides to show more flexibility and understanding
is indeed asking more concession from Israel. In addition to their irrational position on
the Middle East conflict, sadly they have fallen into the “racist” trap of the extreme right
and the “Christian Zionists” challenging President Obama. By questioning Obama’s
place of birth and pointing out his early education in a Muslim country like Indonesia,
like the other two extreme groups, they try to label him as someone “un-American” and
therefore “not trustworthy”. In essence, they cannot tolerate a President who more than
his predecessors has taken an impartial and fair posture toward the Middle East conflict
and shows more substantive concern over the future of Israel.
The Jewish society of America is not a homogenous one and fortunately, they
do not represent the entire Jewish community in America. The 2010 Annual Survey
of American Jewish opinion have shown that majority of Jews in America approve
President Obama’s approach to Israel and seeking a peaceful avenue toward the twostate solution. While majority of them condemn the violence on the Palestinian side

Wikipedia, Second Intifada

Truth against Truth, A Gush Shalom Publication, page 19

Bernard Avishai, Obama’s Jews, Harper Magazine, October 2008

Annual Survey of American Jewish opinion conducted by the American Jewish Committee,
published in Haaretz, April 22, 2010.
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they are not happy about Israeli military adventures either. Vast majority of Jews in
this country and in Israel are supporting peaceful means to achieve a permanent peace
between Israel and her neighbors. In contrast to a minority of Jews in the United States
who has essentially sold their souls to AIPAC, a pro Israel lobbies on the right extreme
of the spectrum, majority of American Jews express a discretionary opinion for AIPAC’s
positions item by item. Moreover, a substantial proportion of American Jews today
believe AIPAC is not the sole representative of American Jewry. In fact, more than ever
other grass root movements like J-Street PAC and Jewish Voice for Peace representing
moderate elements of the American Jewry and are challenging AIPAC in recent years.
Although their power and their financial resources lag behind AIPAC, they are growing
fast and representing themselves as serious alternatives in the main media. Finally, new
generations of pro-Israeli lobby, as assertive as AIPAC supporters, are surfacing on the
political arena working hard to give the peace a real chance.
Nonetheless, the “overzealous applause” of a small segment of the American Jews,
often hand in hand with the Christian Zionists and extreme elements of Republican Party,
in support of harsh policies such as expansion of the settlements in the East Jerusalem and
West Bank does not pave the road toward peace. The notion of building and expanding
settlements in the territories dates back to Six-day war in 1967. Then Defense Minister,
Moshe Dayan declared that settlements in the territories would stay forever. ProIsraeli lobby has often argued that settlements and their expansions have been security
measures and are vital to the existence of Israel; others however have viewed them as
efforts on the part of Israelis to expand their borders in the future negotiations. There is
yet a third viewpoint suggesting that by growing these settlements among Palestinian
communities Israelis can avert a contagious future State for Palestinians. Today, more
than four decades later, International body in the context of the Quartet consisting of
United Nations, the United States, the European Union and Russia recognizes Israel’s
existence within 1967 pre-war borders. Moreover, many Arab countries in the body of
declaration of King Abdullah Peace Plan are prepared to recognize Israel collectively
and initiate diplomatic relations. And finally, the proposal of moderate Israelis and
Palestinians as expressed in Geneva Accords, clearly recognize the right of Israel to
exist and further endorse the scheme of future borders between Israel and her neighbors.
Understanding that history can guarantee nothing, this is probably the best assurance a
country like Israel can receive. Therefore, the expansion of settlements at this historic
juncture is not a security measure and must have other motivation.
In my opinion, issues like the right of existence, national identity or safe borders can

N. Chomsky, The Fateful Triangle: The United States, Israel and the Palestinians (Boston:
South End Press, 1983), 104
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be achieved for both Israeli Jews and the Palestinian Arabs. However, they both have
certain mythological need that are not achievable and these mythological considerations
in the hand of Israeli and Palestinian extremists have been a real obstacle that have
dragged the peace process over six decades. It is the same mythological considerations
that again have made the efforts of the current United States administration on this matter
so frustrating. I see three mythological encounters or legends embedded in the ArabIsraelis conflict hindering a meaningful progress and resolution of the problem.
First, the coalition of Likud and the religious parties in power, as they have often
spelled out, are dreaming about the Greater Land of Israel. In their viewpoint, God made
a covenant with Abraham and promised him the land, “To your seed have I given this
land, from the river of Egypt to the great river, the river Euphrates.” To them, the
establishment of the Jewish State and recapturing of the land of Israel, with the boundaries
spelled out in the covenant between God and Abraham, is the prerequisite for the coming
of the Messiah. They support “undivided Land of Israel” and are adamantly against a
Palestinian State west of the Jordan River. In United States they are robustly supported
by Christian Zionists and have strong lobbyists among members of Congress.
Second, the insistence of the Arabs on Jerusalem as the only place for the future
Palestinian State’s capital, yet another impediment to peace, is also based upon another
legend. Outside of a very brief reference to the Night Journey of the Prophet in Quran,
Jerusalem which was mainly occupied by the Christians in the life time of Prophet
Muhammad had little significance to Muslims. Over a hundred-thirty years later, for
the first time, in a biography of Prophet, Muhammad ibn Ishaq elaborated on the story;
“Prophet Muhammad was conveyed there one night, on the back of al-Buraq, a magical
horse with the head of a woman, wings of an eagle, the tail of a peacock, and hoofs
reaching to the horizon. He tethered the horse to the Western Wall of the Temple Mount
and from there ascended to the seventh heaven together with the angel Gabriel. On his
way he met the prophets of other religions who are the guardians of heaven: Adam,
Jesus, St. John, Joseph, Idris, Aaron, Moses and Abraham who accompanied him on
his way to Allah and who accepted him as their master. Thus older religions, agreed to
Mohammad’s mastery, making him Khatam al-Anbiya.” Some Muslims accepted the
story literally while others interpreted as a spiritual experience.10 Nonetheless, the idea
that Prophet Muhammad once visited Jerusalem enhanced the sanctity of the city in
the eyes of most Muslims. They regarded the Dome of Rock as the foundation of the
Temple, the center of the world and the gate to the Garden of Eden11; assumptions that


10
11

Genesis 17:8; Ezekiel 33:24
Quran 17:1
Armstrong K, Jerusalem: One city, three faiths, 246, Ballantine Books, NY, 1996
Ibid, 238
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served as hurdles toward peace.
Finally, both people, Jews and Arabs, have entangled themselves in yet another
myth which is totally irrational and has prevented them from coming to term with each
other. The historical claim on this land, by both Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews, is
another thorn in the eyes of the Middle East conflict.12 The Palestine, the piece of land
between Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River, has been fought over and over again
for almost four thousand years, and the Jerusalem has changed ownership more than 32
times through history. The fact that one people lived in this land sometime in the past
does not necessarily entitled them to own the land today. Moreover, some of the powers
that once ruled in this land are still in the world political arena and if the historical
claim was a valid argument, each could conceivably claim ownership of the land since
centuries ago their ancestors were living in this land.
Obama Administration is pursuing a policy of active engagement toward Middle
East conflict. It seems that current administration comes to the understanding that
status quo undermines the interest of United States in the Middle East and undercut her
struggle against terrorism in the world. Arab-Israeli conflict has been and continues to
be a thorn in the eyes of the world of Islam. It has provided ammunition for people like
Ahmadinejad of Iran to agitate and mobilize Islamic masses, from Indonesia to Morocco,
against United States and the West. Since Muslim masses cannot distinguish between
the hatred against Israel’s policy in the occupied territories with hate against Jews, it has
also revived a new wave of anti-Semitism worldwide. Indeed what is known as “new
anti-Semitism” has its origin in hatred against Israeli policy in the region. Persistence of
the status quo has and continues to entice emotional young Muslims into the camp of AlQaida and other terrorist groups. Finally, current situation gives every excuse to Iran to
support groups like Hamas and Hezbollah, other stumbling blocks, in achieving peace.
As a pre-condition for peace negotiations, Palestinians have stopped suicide
bombings and rocket throwing at Israel. It is not an unrealistic expectation from Israel to
stop advancing settlements in the occupied territories if they are serious about the peace.
I believe Obama administration must continue pressuring Israel to abandon expansion of
settlements even if it means the formation of a new coalition in Israel. Such a policy is
going to boost the camp of those Jews and Arabs who have a genuine desire for peace and
it will further isolate the Israeli and Palestinian extremists. Indeed, I believe that Obama’s
administration must come up with a concrete peace plan and persuade both sides of the
conflict to comply. To me the conflict is not truly a war between Israelis and Palestinians;
it is a war between the majority who seek peace, Israelis and Palestinians alike, with the
12
Leibowitz Y, Judaism, Human values and the Jewish State, 236, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, MA,1992
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minority who seek war by clinging to the mythological encounters. Furthermore, the
failure of Obama’s approach to the Middle East conflict must be probably viewed as
the end of the two-state solution. Adding to this the prospect of Iran being armed with
nuclear weapons over the next few years certainly is not offering an encouraging future
for Israel. Therefore, we must not be happy to see this failure if we have a sense of
responsibility toward Israel and Palestinians. As far as that minority segment of American
Jews is concerned they remain unhappy with Obama and his policies no matter how he
handles the situation.
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Homosexuality in Iran:
It Does Exist
Helya Askari

Senior Student at California State University Northridge
Even those who know nothing about Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinjead,
can recall him boldly claiming that “there are no homosexuals in Iran” during his
controversial speech at Columbia University three years ago. This statement while
illogical, probes at the question, how do homosexuals survive in such an environment?
The truth is that homosexuality in Iran has not always been treated in such a way; in
actuality homosexuality was openly practiced in places such as “monasteries and
seminaries to taverns, military camps, gymnasiums, bathhouses, and coffeehouse
(Ireland)”. Homosexuality did not carry the stigma that it does today, as Sufi men and
Persian poets perceived “homoerotic relations as a pathway to spiritual love” (Ireland)
Coming from such a harmonious background in which love and companionship was the
objective of romantic relationship; it is shocking how much has changed.
While up until the early 20th century “Iranian society remained accepting of many
male and female homoerotic practices”(Ireland) it now “leads the world in executions of
homosexuals” (Jihad Watch). homosexuality, according to Islamic law is viewed as the
ultimate crime punishable by death. This notion is not one created by Ahamdinjead, but
the prophet Mohammad, who enforced his supporters to “kill the one who sodomizes
and the one who lets it be done to him” (Umdat al-Salik, p17.3). It is with these words
that the 31 year old Islamic government justifies its mistreatment towards homosexual
individual living in Iran. According to the Human Rights Watch website, any sexual
act between two adult males or two adult females of sound mind and body is grounds
for severe punishment by the authorities. As explained by Nobel Prize Winner Sherin
Abadi, “There is one part [in Iranian law] for homosexuality in men, which is called
lavat (sodomy), which is punishable by death. There is another for women, which is
called mosahegheh. If the crime is committed up to three times, the penalty is 100 lashes.
On the fourth, it is execution” (Walkley, Suite 101).
Often times the revolutionary guard or the basiji, do not even have to present proof
of homosexual acts in order to abuse and torture those whom they believe have such
relations. The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and intersex Association
website sheds lights on instances in which authorities arrest homosexuals on baseless
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grounds. Farsad and Farnam, two homosexual men were beaten and arrested after the
revolutionary guard suspected them of having sexual relations. The two young men were
hosting a small party at their home when the basigi stormed in and arrested the two men
and their friends on charges that they were “advocating decadence, homosexuality and
prostitution.” Although, both men were relentlessly interrogated, neither revealed any
incriminating facts regarding their relationship. However, they were still charged with
having an “improper relationship” and sentenced to receive 80 lashes. Their friends who
were also arrested each received 60 lashes for merely attending the gathering. Apart from
the physical abuse that Farsad and Farnam endured, lingers the mental and emotional
pain collected as a result of their traumatic experience. Farsad and Farnam were harassed
by the guards at the jail who insisted that their torture was going to persist and get worse.
After his release from jail Farsad experienced severe depression and was even forced to
seek medical attention in order to relieve his anxiety. Farsad has endured incarceration,
mental and physical abuse, and has also been probated from returning to the university
he was attending as a result of his sexuality. He lives in a constant state of terror, as he
never knows when he will encounter another similar experience.
Another such episode occurred to a twenty-two year old homosexual man named
Hussein, who was arrested after attending a gathering at a home of a friend. After the
guards invaded the home, Hussein and his friends were viciously assaulted; resulting
in one death and numerous other injuries. Hussein was taken to the hospital after the
beatings caused him to lose “consciousness for about 10 hours”. After his arrest Hussein,
with the help of his parents and friends, was able to flee Iran and seek refuge in Canada.
However, the basijii did not allow that to prohibit them from unleashing their violence.
The guards arrested Hussein’s parents for aiding in his escape to Canada. Both his
mother and father were forced to undergo continuous beatings and threats. While his
mother was soon released, Hussein’s father was imprisoned for a year, and died shortly
after his release.
While Homosexuality is viewed as a repulsive disease “corrupting society” (The
First Post), trans-sexuality is welcomed as the new treatment. Transsexuals live freely
in Iran without fear of harassment or mistreatment by the government. According to
Nazila Faithi’s New York Times article, “Gay’s In Iran Remain in the Closet” clerics in
Iran such as, Muhammad Mehdi Kariminia believe that “there is a thick wall between
homosexuals and transsexuals” (Faithi). However if you ask those living in Iran they
would tell you that there is little difference between transsexuals and homosexuals. The
intense persecution enforced by the Iranian government towards feminine gay men has
led many to seek out sex change operations in hopes of restoring a sense of security in
their lives. Although many of those who undergo sex change operations are “ordinary
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gay men” (The First Post), they are willing to transform their identities, as a way to
escape their volatile lives as homosexuals. As a result, Iran has performed more sex
change operations than any other country in the world except for Thailand. With this
operation homosexuals in Iran no longer live with the threat of arrest as they are legally
“recognized by the government as transsexual” (Faithi) and therefore free to “mingle
with men more easily” (Faithi).
Dr. Behram Mir Jalili was the first in Iran to recognize transexuality as the
treatment for homosexuality and has performed over 450 sex change operations, with
half of each operation paid for by the Iranian government. In Tannaz Eshaghian’s
controversial documentary Be Like Others, Eshaghian shows the lives of young men in
Iran contemplating going through with the drastic procedure. Ali Askar, a young man
depicted in the work, admits that if he was not living in Iran he would not proceed with
the operation, and “touch God’s work” (Askar). However, for homosexual in Iran this
operation is not seen as an option, but as the only means of survival. This operation
is the only path that permits gay men to be “attracted to the gender they are naturally
attracted to, without feelings of shame”(Eshagian). Although the society in which Ali
lives is less than accepting of his sexuality he acknowledges it as his only home, “I
am Iranian. I want to live here and this society tells you: you have to be either man
or woman.”(Askar) Since deciding to carry on with the operation Ali, now Negar, is
learning to live as a woman in Iran. She, along with others, found that the operation
does not cure their problems, but introduces them to a world filled with new obstacles.
Following the operation Negar suffered from depression and was forced into prostitution
after being rejected by her family. Negar is coping with her new identity and sees this
chapter of her life as the beginning of a “new world” (Askar, Be Like Others).
It is shocking to believe that a country rich in its history of tolerance could be
home to the most hostile discriminatory society in the modern era. While the Iranian
government views its treatment of homosexuals as necessary in purifying the society,
they are forcing countless Iranians to live a life driven by fear. The threat of arrest,
torture, and death constantly lingers in the minds of homosexuals who want nothing more
than to be accepted by their society and their family. This sense of fear and shame is what
leads them to Mr. Jalili’s clinic, and motivates them to transform their entire identity
in the hopes of living a somewhat normal life. However, even after these individuals
are “cured” of their homosexuality, they are still faced with insurmountable challenges.
Although transsexuals live a life free of arrest and constant beatings, they are living
under an irreversible gender façade. A façade that often leaves them ostracized by their
families, but nonetheless approved by their government. For homosexuals there is no
right decision or easy path in a country that seeks to either kill off or transform their
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existence. One can only hope that the government of Iran remembers the tolerant roots
in which its country stems from, and provide these young homosexuals with the basic
human rights they so desperately deserve.
Doug Ireland, “Iran’s Hidden Homosexuality History” http://sherryx.wordpress.com
“Iran leads the world in executions of homosexuals” www.jihadwatch.org.
Alison Walkley, “Gay Women Become Trans Women in Iran”
International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association: http://ilga.org. “A Glance at Iranian
Gay Life and their Prosecution, Arrest and Torture”
Vanessa Barford, “Iran’s ‘Diagnosed Transsexuals’” http://news.bbc.co.uk
The First Post, “Drastic Surgery for Iran’s Gay Men” http://www.thefirstpost.co.uk.
Nazila Faithi, Gay’s in Iran Remain in the Closet. www.nytimes.com.
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A Desire to Return to the Country of Birth as a Function
of Language Preference:
An Empirical Study with Iranian Immigrants in the United States*
Mohammadreza Hojat, Ph.D.

Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, Center for Research in
Medical Education and Health Care, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Danesh Foroughi, Ph.D.

Private practice, Los Angeles, California.

Homa Mahmoudi, Ph.D.

Private practice, Los Angeles, California.

Farhang Holakouee, Ph.D.

Director of Beverly Hills Center for Well-Being, California.
Abstract: It was hypothesized that bilingual Iranian immigrants in the U.S. who
prefer to use the Persian language, compared to Iranians who prefer to use English,
would be more likely to express a desire to return to Iran to live. Participants were 292
bilingual Iranian immigrants in the United States (128 men, 164 women) who completed
a questionnaire with a similar content, prepared in Persian on one side and in English on
the other side. Participants were given the option to either complete the Persian or English
version of the questionnaire. Results confirmed the research hypothesis suggesting that
the immigrants’ preference in using their native language serves as a “pull” factor that
increases the probability of a desire to return to the country of birth. It was also found
that women and younger respondents were less likely to express a desire to return to
Iran. Level of education, marital status, years of living in the U.S., and attitudes toward
marriage and the family did not predict such a desire. Implications for acculturation
research and for counseling culturally diverse clients are discussed. Policy implications
to attract immigrants back to their country of birth were also discussed.
* The entire article was published in: International Migration, 2010, 48 (3), 158-173.
The full version of the article in Persian is published in this issue of Rahravard (see pages 119)
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A lady who never sat idle:
Mokarrameh Ghanbari
(1928-2005)
By Syma Sayyah, Tehran
Recently many of us have read that Meryl Streep is going to portray an Iranian lady painter, that
most of us had not even heard of, in a forthcoming film. So who is this lady that Hollywood has
found so interesting?

Mokarrameh Ghanbari, who was born in 1928 in Mazandaran, a region in
the north of Iran, reminds us more of our mothers or grandmothers than a
painter.
This unusual lady, who was sold into marriage at a very young age raised nine children
and lived with two havoos (a husband’s other wife). She was a farmer and a farmer’s wife
most of her life and at the same time was a seamstress for ten years, hairdresser for fifteen and a
midwife and a healer for many years, before becoming a painter at age of 67, after her husband
died a few years before. This strong lady never went to school nor had any formal training.
She first started painting when, after a long illness, her children, out of concern for her health,
sold the cows that she was raising. Out of
grief, she started to paint, first on small scraps
of paper that she found in the house using
natural-made colors from fruits and trees.
Her very first painting was a portrait of a
cow. Some while later, her youngest bought
her some paper and paint from Tehran and
she went on to become a real painter. She
started to paint her house, her door, despite
the strange looks and comments from her
neighbors.

In an interview she said that she paints like a child. Her paintings are full of stories,
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most with bright beautiful colors, but there is always some dark shade somewhere in her works,
to bring out that bitter sweet side of life. Her paintings are her creation of her recollections of
the stories that her husbands used to recite to her as well as local folk legends, religious tales,
her children’s faces, her life and her dreams. She also got ideas from stories in the Koran and
the Bible and what was going on in her village.
At first she started to paint at night and would hide her paintings if someone dropped by
unexpectedly, because in her village a farmer should not have anything to do with paper, as it
was considered a waste.
She has had several exhibitions in Tehran and abroad. The first one was in1995 at the
Seyhoun Gallery in Tehran; and the latest one, that I went to, was in1389 at the Day Gallery in
Tehran (No. 1060 ValiAsr Ave), Opposite Park Saie. I found the works on display so full of
life and colorful even when it showed demon of a story.
I met her son Mr Bablouli, at Day Gallery, who told me that with some friends and
prominent members of art and culture they are preparing a foundation in her name to preserve
and show her works and her small hut up north where she lived and died. I have a few pictures
for you from this visit. You may check her web site for more pictures and details about her
work and her life at www.mokarrameh.com
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The Rial Problem

While all eyes are focused on the streets of Tehran, the real crack-up may
be occurring in Iran’s banking sector.

BY Jahangir Amuzegar |
FEBRUARY 11, 2010

Jahangir Amuzegar is an international economic consultant. He was finance
minister and economic ambassador in Iran’s pre-1979 government.

Rumors have recently spread among Iran’s jittery populace regarding the state of
their country’s banking system. Although these rumors happen to be nothing but a false
alarm, the financial sector really is, and has been, in crisis for a number of different
reasons.
The current spate of rumors began on Jan. 28, when Iran’s commercial banks were
ordered by the central bank to limit each depositor’s daily cash withdrawal to 150 million
rials (about $15,000). The order was explained by authorities as a means of implementing
the anti-money-laundering legislation just passed by the Majlis, Iran’s parliament, and
combating what the finance minister called “financial terrorism.” This announcement
coincided with an unrelated statement by President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad two days
earlier regarding the elimination of “three zeros” from the currency, due to its drop in
value, and the government’s intention to restore the Iranian currency to its “real value.”
These dual developments aroused widespread suspicions among the traditionally cynical
rank and file, who were already rightly skeptical of the often exaggerated and frequently
contradictory economic statistics coming out of Tehran over the past five years. Sporadic
news reports about the banking system’s under capitalization and the rising number of its
non performing loans added to mounting anxieties.
Within a few hours, Facebook and Twitter messages spread and amplified rumors
about a run on banks, customers rushing to withdraw their savings, and street clashes
among depositors. Two of the largest state-owned commercial banks -- Mellat and Melli
-- were said to be on the verge of declaring bankruptcy. Neither the vigorous denials by
the two banks, nor the government’s solemn assurances regarding the banking system’s
solid financial position, managed to quash the false alarms, and there were reports of
ugly encounters in some provincial bank branches.
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Curiously enough, the obvious absurdity of the bankruptcy rumors was missed even
in some quarters that should have known better. Commercial banks facing liquidity
problems in any modern state can always resort to the central bank’s “open window” to
borrow needed funds. And the central bank, with a printing press at its disposal, can never
run out of money to lend. The bankruptcy of a state central bank, and by implication the
failure of state banks, is a theoretical as well as existential impossibility. Depositors in
state banks never lose their savings overnight through bank failures, but only through a
hidden tax called inflation. Although the Islamic Republic has never established formal
deposit insurance, as in the United States, all state bank deposits are de facto guaranteed
by the full faith and credit of the central government.
The real problems faced by the Iranian state banking system are rooted in a host of
other shortcomings. The banking sector is the most laggard area of the Iranian economy.
Iran’s state-owned banks suffer from high overhead costs -- too many branches, too many
employees, and poor management -- with operating costs estimated at four times the
world average. Furthermore, the Majlis and government-dictated loans to state entities
and public projects at below-inflation rates make them highly unprofitable.
Finally, Iran’s state banks suffer badly from enormous non performing assets. These
unrepaid loans -- estimated at $48 billion, or 2½ times the banks’ own capital -- have
increased sevenfold in the last five years. To put that figure in perspective, Iranian banks
accumulated less than $4 billion in non performing assets during the previous hundred
years of Iranian banking history! These loans constitute nearly 20 percent of total bank
assets -- compared with a world average of 3 to 5 percent. Around half of the arrears are
owed by state-owned corporations. Seventy percent of the total is owed by only 1,000
entities (including some “shell,” or nonexisting, paper corporations). Some $23 billion
is owned by four state banks -- Melli, Mellat, Saderat, and Tejarat -- with Melli carrying
the largest burden.
Borrowed funds are not paid back on time for several reasons. Ahmadinejad’s
administration limited the banks’ annual lending interest rate to 12 percent -- in an
economy that is experiencing much higher inflation rates, reaching 29.5 percent in
September 2009 -- a heaven-sent incentive for borrowers to renege on their obligations
and postpone repayment for as long as possible. The difference between the state banks’
borrowing rate on the one hand, and informal bazaar rates on the other, create what
economists call an intrinsic “rent” element. That is, the unsupervised funds, borrowed
from an Iranian state bank at 12 percent, may be re-lent in the bazaar at rates up to 30
to 45 percent -- or even placed in other banks as long-term savings deposits, accruing
18 percent interest. As a result, borrowers rationally decide to forego the “late payment”
penalty of six percent and postpone repayment as long as they can.
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The Islamic Republic’s endemic cronyism and flawed policies represent a constant
impediment to the profitability of Iran’s financial sector. Influential and well-connected
borrowers -- state entities connected with the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps,
siblings and grandees of clerical leadership, and clever apparatchiks -- easily manage to
borrow large amounts without sufficient guarantees for repayment. One single borrower
is reported to have obtained $100 million! These politically connected debtors often
refuse to pay back their loans, and suffer no penalties. Under one government project,
hundreds of small businesses promising to create jobs have managed to receive funds
without proper scrutiny of their projects and are now unable to service their debts due to
causes that range from the recession to their own incompetence. The sanctions imposed
by the United Nations and the United States, and the poor performance of the Iranian
economy -- GDP growth was just 1 percent last year, even with rising oil prices -- has
dealt another blow to Iran’s banking sector. An estimated 6,700 businesses were unable
to service their financial obligations last year and received a one-year grace period by
their banks.
The real problems facing Iran’s state banks -- poor management, undue political
interference, and the incongruity of mixing seventh-century Islamic finance principles
(the foundation of the Iranian banking system) with the exigencies of the highly
complicated world of modern international finance -- should inspire Iranians to keep a
wary eye on their economy’s bottom line.

.
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Why is Mawlanâ Rumi Popular in America?
By Rasoul Sorkhabi
For centuries, Jalaluddin Rumi (1207-1273), a renowned Persian mystic poet, has
been a beloved figure in the East, and people have respectfully called him Mawlânâ
(or Mevlânâ in Turkish) meaning “Our Master.” Over the past two decades, Rumi has
also become one of the most widely read poets in North America and parts of Europe1.
While there are numerous English anthologies of Rumi’s poems on the market2 and
several books discuss his life and works3, not much research has been done to analyze
the reasons for the recent popularity of Rumi in the West. This subject is part of a larger
question: How can the Eastern spiritual literature of the ancient times help us living in
the Western civilization of the twenty-first century? Here I discuss how a combination of
several factors has made Rumi an influential and popular voice in North America, and I
hope that this article contributes to a better appreciation of the Eastern spiritual literature
and the valuable role it plays in our culture and life.

Mawlanâ Rumi’s Works
Rumi was born on September 30, 1207 in Balkh, then the capital of the Persian
kingdom under Mohammad Khârazm-Shah and today located in Afghanistan. Shortly
before Genghiz Khan’s Mongol army invaded Persia and brutally destroyed Balkh in
1220, Rumi’s family migrated westward, and after years of traveling, they eventually
settled in Konya (now in Turkey), then the capital of the Seljuq Dynasty. Rumi thus
spent most of his life in Konya. After studying philosophy, literature, and Muslim law,
Rumi succeeded his father as a preacher and teacher in Konya. In October 1244, a chance
meeting and subsequent conversations with an old wandering dervish, Shams of Tabriz
(from a city in northwest Iran) drastically changed Rumi’s life from that of a scholar to
that of a Sufi poet.
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Rumi is indeed one of the most prolific poets in classical Persian. His poetry is
collected in two large volumes: (1) Divân Shams4 (“The Poetry Book of Shams”) or
Divân Kabir (“The Great Book of Poetry”) contains nearly 3300 lyric sonnets (ghazal)
and 2000 quatrains (rubai’yât), and is dedicated to Shams because Rumi composed these
poems shortly after their meeting and continued to the rest of his life. (2) Masnavi
Ma’navi 5 (“Rhymed Couplets on Spirituality”) is a six-volume book of didactic poetry
(stories and parables) which Rumi recited to his disciple and friend Husâm Chelebi
during the last decade of his life. The English translations (with varying quality) of
Rumi’s poetry available on the market are usually selections from these two works.
Two prose works in Persian from Rumi have also survived, although they are far less
known: (1) Fihi Ma Fihi (“It Is What Is In It”) translated into English as Discourse of
Rumi 6; and (2) Majâlis Sab’a (“Seven Discourses” no English translation exists). These
are his public lectures delivered over a long period of time and written down by his son
(and successor) Sultan Valad.

Free-Verse Translations of Rumi
English translations of Rumi’s poems date back to the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries by several British scholars: Sir James Red house (1811-1892), Edward
Henry Whinfield (1836-1922), Edward Granville Browne (1791-1860), Reynold Alleyne
Nicholson (1868-1945), and Arthur John Arberry (1905-1969). These gentlemen were
the first scholars who introduced Rumi and his works to the English-speaking world.
However, their translations were largely literal, scholastic works, which although suited
the taste of Victorian and Edwardian English-speaking peoples, were not particularly
popular in the second half of the twentieth century, and thus limited Rumi’s works to a
select group of Persian literature scholars or Sufi devotees in the West.
Since the early 1980s, new efforts have been made to translate Rumi’s poems into
the modern style of free verse in English (similar to the poetry of Walt Whitman, Gary
Snyder, Mary Oliver, and so on). Coleman Barks (born 1937), a retired professor of poetry
and creative writing from University of Georgia, should be credited for pioneering this
literary movement. Barks has published over a dozen volumes of Rumi’s poetry, often
in collaboration with John Moyne (an Iranian-American professor of linguistics, who
provided Barks with literal translations to work with) or re-translating from Nicholson’s
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and Arberry’s literal works. His work The Essential Rumi (1995) has sold hundreds of
thousands of copies, which is an admirable accomplishment for a poetry book.
Various Rumi translators may be categorized into three groups: (1) Western
translators who do not know Persian and thus rely on original translations made by
others; these include (apart from Barks), Robert Bly, Kabir Helminski, Nevit Ergin,
Andrew Harvey, and Jonathan Star; (2) Persian-speaking translators living in the West
such as Shahram Shiva, Maryam Mafi, Khalil Naderi, and Majid Naini; and (3) Western
scholars who know both English and Persian, notably Annemarie Schimmel, Franklin
Lewis, and Ibrahim Gamard.
Not all of Rumi translations are of high quality or accurate. Some of them are actually
re-translations, inspired versions, or renditions of what Rumi originally composed.
Nonetheless, the plain, colloquial style of Rumi translations has undoubtedly contributed
to the popularity of his poetry in North America and Europe.

Mawlanâ Rumi’s Integrated Personality
Another factor that makes Rumi’ mind and message so attractive is that Rumi
combined in his person three important aspects: philosophical learning, spiritual practice,
and poetic skills, and all of these to a high degree of refinement.
Rumi was a Muslim teacher, preacher, jurist, and scholar (âlim in Arabic and
Persian) who had studied under his father, Bahâ ud-Din Valad (himself a learned
Muslim preacher), his tutor Muhageg Tirmazi in Balkh and Konya, and other scholars
in Damascus and Aleppo. Rumi was also a man of faith, piety, and spiritual practice; he
prayed, contemplated, fasted, and was involved in Sufi music and meditation. He was
also absorbed in poetry, both Persian (especially that of Sanâ’i and Attâr) and Arabic
(notably al-Mutanabbi). That is why in Persian, Rumi is not merely called a poet (shâ’ir)
but also a mystical, spiritual philosopher (ârif). And that is also why in Rumi’s poetry
deep philosophical insights and meditative moods are expressed in ecstatic and elegant
words.
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The Power of Imagery in Rumi’s Poetry
Rumi’s poetry has an absorbing language even when his lines are translated into
other languages. This is because of the vivid imagery he employs in poetry. Consider,
for instance, the very opening lines of his Masnavi:

Listen to the reed-flute and the tale it tells.
Lamenting of separations, it sings:
Since I was cut from the reed-bed,
men and women have cried through my lament 7.
In this poem, Rumi likens the lover to a flute (ney) cut from the reed-bed. Wishing
to return to its origin, the reed-flute goes on crying and singing on the lips of people
who blow into it. These laments of separation and longing for home are also true for the
people who play the flute. The flute sings the human soul’s nostalgia. At the same time,
the reed-flute is a symbol of the “perfect human” (insân kâmil in Sufi terminology), who
awakens and inspires others through his or her own being and interactions with others.
Rumi uses a vast and diverse array of elements in his poetry – animals, birds, flowers,
fruits, body organs, human emotions, stars, seasons, and features of the earth, sky and
ocean, and so on. All these elements take life in his poetry, and as metaphors and symbols
convey profound meanings to the reader. The following is an example:

Thinking of the chicken, you build a house
How can you put a huge camel in it?
The chicken is your small reasoning
The house is the body of your life
And the camel is the elegant love 8.

The Sufi Path of Love
Rumi belonged to the Sufi tradition which is essentially the path (tariqa) of Divine
love (ishg). Just as Jesus emphasized that God is love, Rumi’s poetry narrates a loving
relationship with God. To Rumi God is not an aloof heavenly grandpa, but the Beloved
and an intimate friend (doost, yâr) here on Earth, in this life, and within our heart:
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Oh, those who have gone to the Hajj, where have you gone?
The Beloved is right here; come back, come back. 9
Rumi extends the Divine love, or what he calls ishq hagigi, “true source of love,” to
the humanity, and views humans’ love for another as a reflection of the Divine; he calls
it ishq-i mojâzi, “love derived from the source.” He goes even further and articulates love
as the very motive and fabric of the universe:
If the Sky were not in love,
its chest would not be pleasant.
If the Sun were not in love,
its face would not be bright.
If the Earth and mountains were not in love,
no plant could sprout from their heart.
If the Sea were not aware of love
it would have remained motionless somewhere 10.
Rumi’s poems resonate with his readers because his constituency is the human heart
and because he does not draw a rigid boundary between the “religious” Divine love
(from god or for god) versus the “secular” heart-felt love for other humans or nature.
As long as there is joyful sincerity, egoless devotion, compassion, and goodness in a
relationship, it is true love.
For Rumi love is the very essence of being religious, and as such love is older than
all historical religions:
The religion of love is separate from all religions
For lovers, the true religion is simply to be of God.11

Vast Vision and Peaceful Mind
As we read Rumi more and more, we find a vast vision, serenity, and peaceful mind
in him. The Iranian scholar Ali Dashti once remarked: “When I am engaged in reading
the Divân Shams, it is like orbiting around a distant star – a world nobler, more inclusive,
and more expansive than the atmosphere of this earthly world. In that world, stars are
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like living beings talking to you. One gets closer to an eternal and all-inclusive spirit that
is pulsating in the infinite space.”12
Rumi is inclusive, tolerant, and welcoming. A poem in his mausoleum reads:
Come here, come again, whoever you are:
A non-believer or idle-worshipper, come again!
Our home is not a place of hopelessness
Even if you have broken your repentance a hundred times,
Come here, come again!
Such spirit is, of course, a manifestation of the path of love, but at a fundamental
level, it stems from a mystical and spiritual experience that Sufis call fanâ, “extinction”
of the ego (nafs) and its attachments and judgments (similar to the Buddhist concept
of nirvana). This transcendence takes the wayfarer beyond names and labels, beyond
heaven and hell, or any dualistic view; the mystic thus looks at the myriad creation of
God as droplets of one ocean or rays of light emanating from the Sun, or as Rumi says:
“All your images are reflections on the stream water; when you rub your eyes, all are the
Beloved Divine.”13
The “war of seventy-two nations and religions,” Rumi says, arises from the human
greed and ignorance. There is a famous story in the Masnavi about four travelers, who
were given a single coin to purchase food on their journey, and they, speaking different
languages, were quarreling over what they should buy: The Persian desired “angoor”,
the Turk “uzoom”, the Arab “enab”, and the Greek “stafil;” until a master, who knew
these languages, told them that all what they desired was one and the same thing – grape.
14

Rumi thus draws our attention to the root of our petty conflicts: First we are selfish,

and second ignorant.

Positive Attitude and Ecstatic Poetry
For Rumi, Sufism is the purity, love, and light of the heart; it does not mean asceticism
and life-negation (as some Sufis have practiced). Rumi did not renounce his family,
work, and society in order to save his own soul for the after-life. Rumi wants people to
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love and rejoice this life: “Love is for the living, not for the dead. In fact, if you ever
wonder who a living person is, know that one who is in love.”15 Rumi was a man of dance
and music (samâ in the Sufi tradition); his poetry celebrates life. Thus a sense of joy and
ecstasy in the world and a positive attitude toward life permeates his poetry. Even when
he criticizes “the mundane soil” (khâk’dân) or “the perishable world” (dunyâ’ye fâni),
he does so because he feels that human life is too precious to be wasted by materialistic
forces.
Rumi maintains hope: “Only the one who seeks the flame, finds light.”16 Elsewhere
he says: “Never lose your hope of God. Hope is the entry road for salvation. Even if you
are not walking on the path, keep the road open.”17

The Fertile Soil of the Western World
Finally, one should also consider the economic, political, and societal conditions
of the present-day Western world in which Rumi has become popular. On one hand,
materialism has dominated the modern lifestyle, science, thought, polity, and even arts.
People are thus thirsty for balance, healing, spiritual significance, a sense of the sacred,
and inner certainty in their life. In this regard, Rumi’s spiritual poetry and mystical
insights are useful and inspirational. On the other hand, the Western societies enjoy
a high degree of democracy and social freedoms, which allows various thoughts and
works, including Rumi’s, to take roots and grow. (In contrast, in many Muslim countries
lack of social freedoms poses restrictions to Sufi spirituality and Rumi.) So the West is
as much responsible for Rumi’s popularity as his poetry is.

The Poet Digs a Stream to Flow through Centuries
Sometime ago, I was talking with a publisher about Rumi and he commented that
Rumi has come to America after seven centuries, but he is here to stay. This article
discussed why Rumi is to stay with us. Of the seven factors discussed, some– namely,
free-verse translations, Rumi’s personal achievements, and the particular situation of the
modern Western civilization – are external factors. While the other factors – namely, the
imagery, love-path, inclusiveness (peaceful mentality), and positive (joyful) attitude of
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his poetry – are internal and related to the content of his poetry.
Mawlanâ Rumi is popular today for the same reasons he was respected during his
life time in Konya. When he died on a Sunday sunset on December 17, 1273, peoples
of all faiths, races, and languages in Konya attended the funeral prayers to pay respect
to a great soul they had encountered. Ahmad Alfâki, who compiled Rumi’s biography
shortly after his death, writes that the Jews loved Rumi because he showed the truth of
Moses’ teachings; the Christians because he taught Jesus’ path, and the Muslims because
he exemplified their religion.18
Did Rumi, who lived in an age when there was no printing, foresee the value of
his work for future generations? Sometime ago, I found this line from Mawlanâ, which
provides an answer: “The poet digs a stream in order to send water to the following ages.
Although every age has its own poets, the words of the by-gone voices also help you.”19
This elegantly sums up the value of the humanity’s literary heritage and the place of
Eastern spiritual literature in our modern world.20
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Marzieh
The Great Diva
(1304 - 1389)

Marzieh, the great diva of Persian traditional song, who was silenced
after the Islamic Revolution in 1979 but who re-emerged years later outside Iran
as a singer and a highly public supporter of the resistance, died on Wednesday
in Paris. She was 86 and had defected to France in 1994.
Her death, of cancer, was announced on the Web site of the National
Council of Resistance of Iran, the opposition group, founded in 1981 and
based in France, of which she was a member. Survivors include a son and a
grandchild.
A household name in prerevolutionary Iran, Marzieh (pronounced
mar-ZEE-eh) was as closely identified with her country’s music as the great
Egyptian chanteuse Umm Kulthum was with hers. Marzieh began her career
in the early 1940s and was for decades a ubiquitous presence on radio and in
concert. Over the years she performed for many world leaders, including the
Shah of Iran, Queen Elizabeth II, de Gaulle and Nixon.
Marzieh, whose rich, throaty mezzo-soprano was often likened to Édith
Piaf’s, was famed for her vast repertory, said to span a thousand songs. She was
known in particular for her expressive interpretations of songs of love — illfated love, unrequited love, everlasting love — many of which were settings of
the work of the renowned Persian lyric poets of the Middle Ages and afterward.
Marzieh was born Ashraf os-Sadat Mortezai in Tehran in 1924. Her
father, a moderate Muslim cleric, and her mother, who was descended from
a family of artists and musicians, encouraged her to pursue a life in music.
She studied for years with some of the greatest masters of Persian song before
beginning her career in 1942 under the stage name Marzieh, a popular Iranian
name meaning laudable or agreeable.
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In 1979, after the shah was overthrown, Iran became a theocracy led
by the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. The fundamentalist clerics who ran the
country deemed the arts, including music, inimical to the new order. As an
artist who was also a woman, Marzieh, doubly marginalized, was barred from
performing. She retreated to her farm in the countryside and did not sing in
public for a decade and a half.
During this period, the restrictions on female singers were relaxed to a
degree, and Marzieh was told that she could appear before audiences of women
only. She considered this stricture unacceptable, she later said, and continued
her silence, practicing in private where no one could hear her.
“I sang for the birds, for the river, the trees and the flowers,” she told The
Washington Times in 1995, “but not the mullahs.”
In 1994, while visiting Paris, Marzieh defected. She joined the National
Council of Resistance of Iran and for several years afterward lived in Iraq,
where an affiliated organization, the armed opposition group Mujahedeen
Khalq, had a training camp. There, she sometimes sang atop a tank, dressed in
military garb.
Her association with Mujahedeen Khalq drew criticism in the West and
from some Iranian exiles. The group, which advocates the overthrow of the
Iranian government, supported Iraq in the Iran-Iraq war of 1980-88.
Mujahedeen Khalq is on the State Department’s list of foreign terrorist
organizations, although Britain and the European Union have removed it from
their lists in recent years.
Marzieh, who was 70 when she defected, also resumed performing
in public, starting with a concert at the Royal Albert Hall in London in 1995.
She later sang in Los Angeles and in several European cities. She gave her last
major performance in Paris in 2006, at 82.
Interviewers often asked Marzieh, who had been largely apolitical as
a young woman, what had moved her to join the resistance. Speaking to the
newspaper The Scotsman in 1999, she replied by quoting Rumi, the revered
13th-century Persian poet:
I am looking for that which cannot be found
For I am fed up with beasts and ogres
And I yearn for a human being.
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Gina Bonakdar Nahai:
Fantasies of Escape and Inclusion
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Cry of the Peacock, Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith, and Caspian
Rain are the enticing titles of Gina Bonakdar Nahai’s Iran-focused novels,
published in 1991, 1999, and 2008 respectively. And the titles hold true: the
narratives reflect the pain, melancholy and dream-like beauty conveyed in the
titles as they divulge characters who strive to escape the restrictions of their
community, religion, government, and gender. In the meantime, as the author
depicts these fantasies of escape and attempts at flight –and frequently harshly
punishes them–, the characters achieve a hitherto unknown feat, namely the
depiction of Jewish Iranian main characters at the center of everyday Iranian
life. Nay, the author goes further than that even as her characters become
entangled in the lives of great or notable historical figures, from the Qajars to
the Pahlavis, creating an arc of Jewish presence through Persian history.
Gina Nahai is a Jewish Iranian-American writer who uses her role
as a writer of the Iranian diaspora in America to portray the life of another
diaspora in Iran. Her forefront representation of the Jewish religious minority
distinguishes her work from other best-sellers by Iranian-American writers.
Even Dalia Sofer’s powerful and popular The Septembers of Shiraz focuses
solely on loss incurred as the result of the rise of the tyrannical Islamic Republic
to power, whereas Nahai’s account reaches into ancient times. The quality
and poetic beauty of her work elevate it to yet another level and fuel the
imagination. The novels paint with the broad brush of magic realism and give
accounts of Jewish life in Iran, establishing the hitherto ignored Jewish presence
within the story of Iran. By firmly placing her characters within Persian history,
Nahai undermines the popular imagining and imaging of the Jew as the Other,
the mere Zionist transgressor, and creates a new and modern collective Persian/
Iranian narrative.
Nahai’s novels exhibit a gradual progression, with various aspects
evolving or devolving as might be the need. Her first novel, Cry of the Peacock,
interweaves a narrative expanse of two hundred-some years with a recalled
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2500-year history of Jewish life in Iran, reaching all the way to the post-Islamic
Revolution era. This novel provides the richest ground for an examination
of Nahai’s fictional Persian Jewish identity. Her second novel, Moonlight on
the Avenue of Faith, emphasizes the limitations of lives led by female Jewish
characters in Iran as they are doubly limited for being Jewish and female, and
denied opportunity for self-assertion and fulfillment. Making great use of the
magic realism device, this novel shows the author’s preoccupation with the
potential of exile, a theme that is also lightly referenced in Nahai’s fourth novel,
Caspian Rain.
In examining Nahai’s work, we see her craft imbue her characters and
narratives with poignancy as she creates a literally magical world; we also
ascertain the recurrent use of literary devices and modes of storytelling: First,
her use of magic realism permits a circumvention of temporal and physical
restrictions; therefore, her characters easily cross boundaries and revise the
Persian Jewish story. Second, her centering of Jewish characters within the
story of Iran transforms the traditionally marginalized or absent Persian Jew
into a central presence in literature and thus the cultural memory of Persia.
Third, Nahai responds to the restrictions of life in Iran for women and the
Jewish community by evaluating the potential of exile and the American
Dream.
Let us first consider how Nahai’s use of magic realism serves her
purpose in these novels. A well-read audience, especially those familiar with
the works of Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Günter Grass, and Isabelle Allende
already has a working knowledge of magic realism, a literary device that
depicts extraordinary and fantastical events as realistic and renders characters
and reader complicity in this form of reading as they suspend all judgment
on the realism or probability of these magical occurrences or properties.
This suspension of disbelief is central to reading Nahai, especially her first
two novels as the opening paragraphs set the magical realist framework. The
Prologue of Cry of the Peacock introduces the fantastical elements: “She had
sat there in her clothes that shocked the eye and defied all Islamic codes, in
layers of bright chiffon and fiery silk …Her pockets were stuffed with gold and
precious stones. In her shoes she had thousand-rial bills. Still, it was not her
clothes that so shocked the mullahs, it was her age. Peacock the Jew was so old,
they said, she remembered God when he was a child” (Cry of the Peacock 3-4).
The first page of Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith urges the same suspension
of disbelief: “She had been so light and delicate, so undisturbed by the rules of
gravity and the drudgery of human existence, she had grown wings, one night
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when the darkness was the color of her dreams, and flown into the star –studded
night of Iran that claimed her. … Roxana the Angel had kept flying, never once
bothered by the pull of the earth or the sound of her loved ones calling her”
(Moonlight 5).
In her book Magical) Realism, a historical and regional study of magic
realism, Bowers asserts that the “predominant and increasingly frequent form
of magical realism in the United States tends to be written by cross-cultural
women with a political agenda relating to gender and the marginalization of
cultures” (57). That specifically is what Nahai does in Cry of the Peacock and
Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith: she brings to the forefront the stories of
voiceless and unrepresented minorities by incorporating marginalized figures
into a collective’s, or nation’s, story, undermining the versions authorized by
monarchial or Islamic governments or the literary cannon. As the most famous
practitioner of magic realism, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, saw storytelling as
“a way of expressing his own cultural context” and realized “that reality is
also the myths of the common people, it is the beliefs, their legends; they are
in their every day life and they affect their triumphs and failures” (Marquez
qtd. in Bowers 40), Nahai too mirrors Marquez in using family lore as a
source. Growing up with the stories of the Judeo-Persian community and of
the women in her family, she incorporates the same confusion of time scales
where characters, such as Esther the Soothsayer and the hundred-sixteen year
old Peacock, live beyond usual life spans; she presents exaggerations and/or
superstitions as reality, such as the changing of the order of night and day in the
Jewish ghetto in Tehran at the birth of Roxana or the surrounding smell of sea
and fish that causes a near-pogrom (Moonlight 26). To adapt Garcia Marquez’s
phrase, Nahai expresses her own cultural context and allows beliefs and legends
to be part of everyday life, affecting triumph and failure.
In achieving this suspension of disbelief in the reader, Nahai’s liberation
from temporal, physical, and historical restrictions provides an unprecedented
opportunity to address issues of Judo Persian history and identity.
Individual and communal identity derive from one’s own story and
one’s role within a collective story. History, we frequently think of as a
collection of facts, dates and events. Stories, however, are narratives that
define individuals, communities, and nations. As such, the self-understanding
of U. S. Americans is founded on Plymouth Rock, the Founding Fathers, and
the Civil War. Revisions are constantly made as the story expands to include
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the Native American tribes, the enslavement of Africans, and the Civil Rights
movement. The self-understanding of Iranians is founded on 2500 years of
monarchy, Cyrus the Great and Persepolis, linguistic and nationalist revival
through Ferdowsi’s Shahanmeh, the poetry of Hafiz and Saadi and Rumi, the
magnificence of Isfahan, the nationalistic and democratic drives of the 20th
century, the Green movement of the 21st. Like the story of any nation, it is a
story of conflicts but it is also an homage to the power of the word, of literature.
Conspicuous in this version of the Persian story is the absence of Persian Jews.
Through her fiction, Nahai incorporates this community into the national story.
In her first book, Cry of the Peacock, Nahai is completely bound to the
history of the Persian Jewish community and sets to recreate and thus revise it
in its entirety. She recounts the lives of five generations of men and women in
and outside the Jewish ghettos of Isfahan and Tehran, while asserting Jewish
Iranian presence over the course of 2500 years. This effort is supported through
a relentless incorporation of authentic locations and historical figures into the
plot. As a result, Nahai’s fiction is read by many of her reviewers as history.
The Washington Post finds that it “shed[s] light on an enigmatic part of the
world with which Westerners must reckon” (Titchener ) and the New York
Newsday finds that “Nahai is the only writer who has given us an intimate
account of Jewish history in Iran during the last two centuries” (Peacock front ).
In Cry of the Peacock, we have Nahai’s most conspicuous use of
authentic location and historical figures as it provides a general history of
ancient Persia through two characters who overcome the boundaries of space
and time: Esther the Soothsayer and her granddaughter Peacock. The first
central character, Esther the Soothsayer seemingly wanders between the world
of the living and the dead; the second central character, Peacock, has a life span
of hundred-sixteen and even then proudly declares, “and still, I intend to live”
(Cry of the Peacock 5).
Some highlights from these central characters’ historical involvement
in Cry of the Peacock follow: Esther the Soothsayer imagines a new life in
Isfahan’s Jewish ghetto, JuyyBar (13), fails and is shamed. She wanders
into Shah Square and the Palace of Forty Pillars (24) only to run into Agha
Muhammad Shah (25) and prophesise his end: “Beware … of the avenging
hands of slaves.” (31). She visits her son every night in his dreams and
whispers a story: of the time of creation and Ahura Mazda’s twin sons Ohrmazd
and Ahriman (38), of Persia and King Cyrus who “conquered Babylon….
Freed the Jews…. Became founder of the Persian Empire” (38), of Alexander
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marching on Persia, followed by the Turks and Muslims as “Islam brought an
age of enlightenment … a tolerance of other religions. … But in the fourteenth
century, Ishmael I … made Persia Shiite … The mullahs declared the followers
of all other religions … impure and untouchable” (40). At Fath Ali Shah’s
court, she predicts “You will die old … at peace in your throne” (54), and as
Esther’s granddaughter, the second central character is born, the Soothsayer
says,
A man shall come, riding from the north, with blood on his hands and
the anger of God in his eyes. He shall sit on the Throne of Sun, and with
a sweep of his hand he shall reach across his empire to free our people.
His son shall call himself the King of Kings, heir to the empire of Cyrus.
He shall raise this child from the ashes and give her pride. But beware!
For the King of Kings shall fall, and his throne shall crumble, and the
men of God shall paint the skies of this nation with blood. (89)
Aptly, the child receiving this foreshadowing of the Peacock Throne
is called Peacock. During the 1871 famine, Peacock is asleep as her nine-year
old sister Hannah is dressed in bridal finery (102-5), led through Isfahan’s
Char Bagh, Shah Square and abandoned in Ali Ghapoo to finally be taken into
the Palace of Forty Pillars by Nasser-ed-Din Shah’s son, Zil-el-Sultan as his
child bride (104-5). Peacock’s husband, Solomon the Man, leaves Peacock for
Tala, granddaughter to Nasser-ed-Din Shah, and daughter of Hannah (127).
Peacock’s move to Tehran follows her through “Tekkyeh, Tehran’s central
square” (160) to Sar Cheshmeh and the Square of Cannons and makes possible
meetings between Peacock and Reza Khan (180) who learns that he is to “Never
underestimate the friendship of a Jew” (181) and who when disheartened by
lack of success in his studies is consoled by Peacock, “Doesn’t matter what
they say … Doesn’t matter that you were a peasant. You’re going to be King
someday” (182). Peacock’s son Arash is trained by Reza Khan (197), is present
at the assassination of Nasser-ed-Din Shah (198-202), and guards the young
king, Ahmad Shah (221). In 1926 Peacock helps with the “building of a crown,
the mending of the Throne of the Sun” (241) for Reza Khan’s coronation.
Reza Shah opens the ghettos (257) and hires Peacock’s son-in-law to purchase
ladies ready-to-wear apparel from Europe before he bans the veil (260). And
when in his support of Hitler, Reza Shah betrays the Persian Jews (267), it is
Peacock who asks him, “What of the Jews you saved?” (269). Peacock’s family
witnesses the rise and fall of Mossadeq (295ff.) and the family saga comes to
an end with the Islamic Revolution as Peacock is nearly executed for speaking
truth to power (332, 336). The only true survivors of this family are those who
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have made their way to America (308, 320).
In the second novel, Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith, the regional
and historical scope are smaller, as if having placed Persian Jews within the
mainstream of Persian history and having acknowledge the previous generations
that bound her, Nahai is now free to move on to individualistic stories focusing
on Persian Jewish women who dream of flight and freedom. And the sea and
“everlasting waters” (Moonlight 36) of the Caspian come to represent hope and
freedom. But, significantly, within the general history of Persia in Cry of the
Peacock and Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith, Nahai has embedded various
details of Persian Jewish history and life: the massacres of Persian Jews in
Tabriz (55), Juyy Bar (73), and Kermanshah (212); the recurrence of the blood
libel (55); the restriction to ghettos; the wearing of identifying clothing (99); the
lack of “access to fresh produce” for Jews (Moonlight 15), and restrictions on
Jewish cemeteries, such as Beheshtieh “which the Muslims had not allowed to
expand, so that for centuries corpses had been placed one on top of the other”
(Moonlight 71).
In Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith Nahai’s intense focus on Jewish
Iranian women and the use of magic realism allow a coming to life of fantasies
of escape: the women flee their communities, their homes, their men, their
bodies, and their obedience to the laws of society and nature. These attempts
at flight draw increasingly large circles and finally bridge the gap between
the East and the West, Iran and the United States, as Nahai’s plots and
characters straddle both. Ultimately the characters are successful if they find
their way West, to the land of opportunities, where they are awarded space for
individualism. “Chances and choices” (Moonlight 209). come with life in the
U.S. and the redemptive power of exile.
Today, second or third-generation immigrants might define the
American Dream as the elusive “green light on the other side”; however, in
its original form it is the belief in freedom, equality, and the right to pursuit
of happiness. This early definition holds for Nahai’s characters. In Cry of the
Peacock and Caspian Rain, the survivors are those who immigrate to America.
In Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith, reinvention is only successful if it occurs
in the West, free of the restrictions of the East. Reinventions in the East, such
as Alexandra the Cat who reinvents herself as a displaced Russian (Moonlight
42) or Golnaz who reinvents herself as the German Fraulein Claude (Moonlight
101) are all doomed to fail. In Iran, these attempts are transgressions of moral,
social, or sexual restrictions. Only those who in their hearts never subscribe to
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the restrictive rules and eventually turn their backs on Iran achieve a measure
of happiness: those women are Mercedez who “at sixteen …stopped going
to school altogether and spent her time mostly in Tehran, hunting for a rich
Muslim man” (Moonlight 57), and Effat who meets an Englishman, takes
him to a brothel in “ ‘New City’ where … She showed him her bare breasts.”
(Moonlight 124-26). Ultimately, the West, “The Land of Choices and Chances”
(209) is where they end up. Mercedez, in Hollywood, “had managed to … to
reinvent her life.… had become rich in her own right” (226). Effat marries her
Englishman and becomes “the mother of two sons and a daughter” (Moonlight
126). As Lili, the young narrator of Moonlight on the Avenue of Faith, pines for
her parents and grieves her state of quasi orphanhood, Mercedez aptly points
out, “I had to cheat and lie and sleep with a dozen men just to get myself out
of that ghetto and to America. Your father just handed you this freedom on a
platter and let you be whoever you want. If you’re smart, you’ll thank him and
never want to see him again ” (Moonlight 261) and Lili eventually agrees by
realizing that “they had sent me across the ocean and, by doing so, given me a
new destiny.” (Moonlight 263)
Interestingly, Nahai’s view of America is not uncritical. After all,
“Americans don’t get devastated and don’t lose their cool at funerals because
they have no idea what real loss is. It doesn’t affect them as completely, as
irreversibly…” (Caspian Rain 14). America is a land of Chances and Choices,
not the promise of happiness. Some of the closing lines of Moonlight on the
Avenue of Faith say it clearly “This much I know about living in exile … You
can love the old country all you want. Sometimes, exile is the best thing that
can happen to people…Maybe here, in this land of chances and choices, [the
journey] does not need to end in sorrow…It is possible to know and, at last, feel
at peace. (Moonlight 359, 371, 374).
In conclusion, Nahai’s novels are not scholarly examinations of Iran but
rather broadly painted accounts of Jewish life in Iran, where Nahai has had to
acknowledge that she is a product of generations before her. They bring with
them remembrance and obligation while she must also look ahead to the future.
These obligations she has fulfilled through undermining physical, regional, and
historical boundaries, culminating in the revelation of the redemptive power of
exile and the potential of freedom.
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Reminiscences
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In the Phaedrus, Plato argued that the new
arrival of writing, would revolutionize
culture for the worst. He suggested that
it would substitute reminiscence for
thoughts; and mechanical learning for
the true dialect of the living quest for the
truth through search and investigation.
However, just as the young have wishes and desires that may never come true, the
elderly have reminiscences which may have never been true, nor may have happened,
and the only evidence is the written words, the sole evidence is in the writings.
The poems of this book (written in Persian language in the past 15 years) are the
reminiscences of the desires, wishes, thoughts, feelings and imaginations which had
precipitated in the innermost labyrinths of my soul.
They are the signs, the visions, and the auditions of my living quest for truth-health.
The poems (holistically) are a voyage, a journey, but one which only traverses this or
that external path, by virtue of the internal paths and trajectories that compose it, those
which constitute its landscape or its concert.
Writing poetry is a becoming-other, an opening of language to forces of variations
within, and to the lines of flight without.
The trajectories of an organic life are passages between - between words, between
states, between things, and between words, states, things. To write is to flee, to make
flee, to be delirious, to leave a track, to betray, to become, to conjoin flows, to form
assemblages, to de-territorialize. But more than anything else, to write is to trace
a line of flight and thereby engage in an organic life, a line between-toward truthhealth and between-toward new possibilities of life, and new potentials for living.
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